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Figures in NOK 1 000

group 2013 2012 2011
Operating revenue  1 236 838  1 199 951  1 176 263 
Operating profit (loss)  9 067  44 240  9 520 

Profit (loss) before tax  5 567  40 092  10 823 

Profit (loss) for the year (8 159)  24 038  27 457 

Net operating margin (%) 0.7 % 3.7 % 0.8 %

Net profit margin (%) (0.6 %) 2.0 % 2.3 %

Profit ratio (%) 0.4 % 3.7 % 0.8 %

Total assets  587 318  539 380  524 098 

Investments 100 122  23 634  29 842 

Equity ratio (%) 21.5 % 26.9 % 25.8 %

Return on total assets (%) 2 % 7.7 % 2.5 %

Liquidity ratio 0.82  0.97 0.93

EmployEEs: 
Average number 736  711 701
Average FTEs 748  728 688

DN
Operating revenue  725 477  690 976  690 005 
Operating profit (loss)  93 510  79 037  54 130 

Profit (loss) before tax  102 051  84 909  62 086 

Profit (loss)  73 071  60 104  44 008 

Net operating margin (%) 12.9 % 11.4 % 7.8 %

gloBAl puBlICATIoNs*
Operating revenue  269 260  276 942  274 376 
Operating profit (loss)  (11 475)  5 454  (7 244)

Profit (loss) before tax  (8 255)  3 922  (5 369)

Profit (loss)  (6 959)  (7 745)  18 142 

Net operating margin (%) (4.3 %) 2.0 % (2.6 %)

DIrECT rElATIoNs*
Operating revenue  101 537  73 414  57 857 

Operating profit (loss)  (4 942)  1 407  (2 270)

Profit (loss) before tax  (4 778)  1 576  (2 230)

Profit (loss)  (5 240)  1 166  (1 840)
Net operating margin (%) (4.9 %) 1.9 % (3.9 %)

NAuTICAl CHArTs*
Operating revenue  105 687  117 715  110 638 
Operating profit (loss)  (11 396)  (1 269)  324 

Profit (loss) before tax  (12 156)  (3 427)  527 

Profit (loss)  (10 094)  (3 181)  379 

Net operating margin (%) (10.8 %) (1.1 %) 0.3 %

oTHEr*
Operating revenue  113 528  113 498  118 039 
Operating profit (loss)  (33 507)  (29 776)  (29 815)

Profit (loss) before tax  (49 752)  (17 319)  (12 732)

Profit (loss)  (8 563)  (26 306)  (33 232)

Net operating margin (%) (29.5 %) (26.2 %) (25.3 %)

Net operating margin ( %) Operating profit (loss) divided by operating revenues  
Net profit margin (%) Profit (loss) for the year divided by operating revenues
Profit ratio (%) Operating profit (loss) + finance revenues divided by operating revenues 
 
Equity ratio (%) Equity divided by total capital  
Return on total assets (%) Operating profit (loss) + finance revenues divided by average total capital

Liquidity ratio Current assets divided by current liabilities
Employees and FTE Full time employees and temporary employed personnel

kEy FiguREs 

* Not including amortisation on group goodwill
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Looking out 
to the world
When Johannes Gutenberg printed the first Bible he started an information revolution 
without having any idea about the ramifications it would have. It then became 
possible to engage in mass production and to disseminate content, and a new world 
was born.

The information society is undergoing constant change and information is always 
finding new paths. In the past we had paper, but now we operate with algorithms  
and codes. Today you are required to act as your own editor. At NHST we will 
ensure that you receive the tools you need in order to gain insight into subjects.  
Our local presence will provide you with the global picture.
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A little piece of Norway
Houston, which is known for its glass skyscrapers and the International Space Station (ISS), 
is located in the US state of Texas. At the beginning of the 20th century it had just under 
45,000 residents. The climate in Houston is very hot and humid, and it is said that the 
development of cheap, efficient air-conditioning was responsible for the town’s massive 
growth. Today the city serves as a centre for both the oil and the finance industries. Much  
of Houston’s success can be attributed to the city’s busy shipping complex, the Port of 
Houston, which is the largest port for international trading in the USA and the tenth  
largest in the world.

When the Suez Canal was closed in 1967, the Norwegian Seamen’s Mission was forced to  
give up its post there. The seamen’s minister, John Mauritzen, was recommended to travel  
to Houston because of the increase in Norwegian shipping there. He arrived between the  
end of 1967 and the beginning of 1968. Today the Norwegian Seamen’s Church serves  

as a “little piece of Norway” for both travellers and residents alike.

5 000
RESIDENT NORWEGIANS

4
LARGEST CITY  

IN THE USA

2 mill
RESIDENTS
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NHST Media Group is a leading information provider both in Norway and 
internationally on the markets in which we operate. This position is based on 
an understanding of what is important for readers and allowing that to define 
the products.

DN
In 2013 our DN business area included Dagens Næringsliv, 
the online publication DN.no and TDN Finans. DN continued 
to strengthen its market position in 2013 in a newspaper 
market which was suffering from a decline. Digitalisation 
continued, with growth occurring in both advertising revenue 
and online traffic, as well in our digital subscription products. 
DN’s revenue increased by 5 % to NOK 725.5 million. 

Subscription revenue increased by 9 %, while advertising 
revenue grew by 1 %, well assisted by the growth in digital 
advertising. DN continued to develop its digital services and 
plans to launch new products in 2014. DN’s operating profits 
ended up at NOK 93.5 million, which is its best profit for 12 
years. DN’s operating margin increased to 13 %, i.e. up from 
11.5 % the previous year. Operating cost increased with 
NOK 20 million. This constituted a moderate 3 % increase  
as a result of good cost control and the prioritisation of 
resources. DN’s paper and online editorial organisations were 
merged in 2013 in order to achieve greater synergies across its 
paper and digital channels, as well as to strengthen the basis 
for the development of new products.

DIRECT RELATIONS
Direct Relations continued to develop in 2013. Organic 
growth and the contribution made by the operations 
purchased in Germany resulted in a 38 % increase in 
revenues. During the year NHST acquired all the shares  
in Mynewsdesk and reorganised the German operations. 
Growth in income continued to be substantial in DR’s 
established markets and customer satisfaction was good.  
Costs rose by NOK 34 million, or 48 %. Of the total growth,  
NOK 14 million was related to Germany, although  
a substantial increase in manpower also occurred in  
other parts of the business. Following a considerable  
net increase in employees, geographical expansion and  
DR’s focus on product development continued, ending  
the year with an operating deficit of NOK 5 million.  
This was the first year when growth expenditure exceeded  
income growth. The operating deficit charged against 
operations in Germany alone amounted to NOK 9 million.

GLOBAL 
The group’s Global operations faced challenges in 2013  
with total income and operating profits being impacted  
by its two largest companies, Tradewinds and Upstream, 
which both suffered a decline. Only Intrafish managed  
to  produce growth in 2013. Revenues dropped by 3 %  
to NOK 269.3 million.

Both overall circulation and advertising revenues saw a drop, 
although the level of decline was not the same for all the 
companies. There were also some growth exceptions as  
some companies saw growth.

Global’s operating deficit amounted to NOK 11.3 million after 
the group as a whole posted its first positive operating profit in 
2012. Operating expenses rose by 3 %, despite a decline in the 
topline. This was the result of an investment in new magazine 
products and new geographical areas in 2013. Following the 
 reorganisation of strategy at Recharge, 2013 ended with rising 
profits and Intrafish also saw an improvement in its profits.

NAuTICAL ChARTS
Nautical Charts experienced yet another year of major 
 challenges. From a macro perspective the shipping market 
 remained weak, there were problems associated with access  
to products for periods and there was considerable price  
pressure in some geographical markets. Revenues fell by 10 % 
in 2013, ending up at NOK 105.7 million. Digital revenues 
 continued to grow, but paper revenues were definitely the 
highest in 2013. 

During the course of the year new businesses were set up 
in Hong Kong and Bristol. This helped to further increase  
the global footprint and will contribute towards efficient 
 operations in the future, although the accounts for 2013  
were impacted by start-up expenses. Total expenses thus  
fell by just 2 % and contributed to a drop in operating profits. 
The operating deficit at the end of the year amounted to NOK 
11.4 million, i.e. NOK 10 million down on the previous year. 
Continuous adjustments are being made to how resources 
are being used in order to make operations more effective 
 between our various geographical locations. 

OThER 
The group’s Other operations consist of its remaining 
operational companies, i.e. the parent company, NHST  
Media Group, which sells services to its subsidiaries, as well  
as Smartcom and Europower, which have external customers. 
Turnover amounted to NOK 113.5 million at the end of the 
year, i.e. the same as last year. This was attributable to growth 
in sales of the parent company’s services which corresponded 
to the decreases experienced by Europower and Smartcom. 
External turnover fell by NOK 5.6 million. The operating profit 
fell by NOK 4 million to NOK 33.5 million. It was primarily 
the parent company which was responsible for this decline, 
although the operating deficit at Smartcom was satisfactory.
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KEY FiGUREs
Figures in NOK 1 000 2013 2012 2011
Operating revenue  1 236 835  1 199 951  1 176 263 
Operating profit/loss  9 067  44 240  9 520 

Profit/loss before tax  5 567  40 092  10 823 

Profit for the year (8 159)  24 038  27 457 

OPERATING PROFIT

9

EBITDA

53

“The plan is that the NHST Media Group will 
enter its 125th year in 2015 better than ever 
before. Group publications and activities are 
all looking good and are leading the market. 
The market conditions are dynamic and 
uncertain, although they are now becoming 
normalised. The organisation is very 
competent and adapt at making changes”

mEssaGE FRom thE cEo:

•  Recharge relaunched with a new 
monthly magazine and website

•  Tradewinds and Upstream 
launched their new magazine 
products

•  Mynewsdesk engaged in a  
full-scale launch of its products  
in Germany

•  Nautical Charts developed  
a Pay-As-You-Sail product

•  NHST entered into an agreement 
to purchase 90.1 % of the shares 
in Morgenbladet

•  NHST acquired up to 100 % 
control of Mynewsdesk

imPoRtant EVEnts in 2013

432
NUMBER OF  

FTES 
IN NORWAY

316
NUMBER OF 

FTES 
INTERNATIONALLY
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A) DECLINE IN 2013
Last year the NHST Media Group 
 experienced a reduction in its operating 
profits which ended the year at just 
NOK 9 million compared to NOK 44  
million in 2012. The Group’s EBIDTA 
amounted to NOK 53 million in 2013 
compared to NOK 82 million in 2012. 
It was a roller-coaster year for the 
Group, with uneven developments 
occurring between the quarters and 
business areas. Results for the whole 
of the first quarter were weak and the 
second and third quarters saw some 
improvement in profits, but profits fell 
again during the final quarter. One of 
our business areas posted very good 
profits for the year, but unfortunately 
several other areas experienced a 
 considerable setback in profitability. 
All in all a far from satisfactory year.

The Group’s largest business area, 
Dagens Næringsliv (DN), experienced 
progress in most areas. DN’s operating 
profit for 2013 of NOK 94 million 
  repre sented an increase of NOK 15
million and was the best since 2000. 
DN experienced improvements in both 
its subscription and advertising reve-
nues, and developments on the  digital 
side were also good. Developments at  
DN were much better than those 
 experienced by other media companies 
in Norway, and DN has a strong  market 
position.

The Group’s Global operations in 2013 
were extremely disappointing, with 
a drop in both profits and turnover. 
Global’s operating profits fell from 
NOK 5 million in 2012 to a deficit  
of NOK 11 million in 2013. This was 
caused by different circumstances 

affecting Global’s publications. Trade-
winds was primarily affected by a drop 
in advertising revenue which resulted 
from fewer classified advertisements as a 
consequence of the shipping crisis, while 
other, more complicated reasons applied 
to Upstream. Infrafish was fairly stable. 
Recharge’s 2012  deficit was reduced 
from NOK 14 million to NOK 11 million 
due to a reduction in expenses. Global’s 
operating profits were also affected by 
several digital and magazine expansion 
projects. However, the launches under-
taken in 2013 were successful and should 
produce positive contributions in the 
future.

As regards Direct Relations, where 
all operations have now been merged 
under one company, Mynewsdesk, 2013 
was primarily a year of further expansion 
and strong growth. Turnover increased 
by 38%, from NOK 73 million to NOK 
102 million. The number of employees 
increased from 100 to 141, mainly as a 
result of the new venture in Germany. 
Direct Relations posted a deficit of  
NOK 5 million, compared to a profit  
of NOK 1 million in 2012. This was  
due to increased development expenses 
associated with geographical expan-
sion, as well as increased resources 
being devoted to product development. 
The profitability which underlies estab-
lished operations in Sweden is very 
good and customer loyalty remains 
high. 

As a result of the shipping crisis, the 
Group’s Nautical Charts business area 
experienced the most volatile develop-
ments during the course of the year. 
While turnover fell by 25 % during the 
first quarter, it increased by 7 % during 
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the final quarter when compared to the 
previous year. For the year as a whole, 
turnover fell by 10 % to NOK 106 million 
and the operating deficit amounted to 
NOK 11 million.

B) PLANS fOR 2014 
DN will continue to develop its strong 
market position. It is continuing with 
the digitalisation of its products and  
its new digital platform DN+ will be 
launched during the course of the year. 

The opportunities provided by the  
digital format for greater immediate 
access to editorial material, have served  
as an important driver for digital opera-
tions and the development is heading 
towards more continous publishing.  
At the same time the paper edition  
of DN continued to be the most read 
format and it is therefore also being 
developed, something which will 
include a new  layout. Morgenbladet 
is a welcome new addition to the NHST 
group. It has been agreed that NHST 
will increase its ownership stake to  
49 % by the end of 2015, after which 
the aim is to exercise its option to 
increase it to 90.1%. Morgenbladet is 
important for the future  development  
of the Group’s Norwegian publications  
– not least because of the opportunity 
provided for realising mutual synergies.

A number of measures were imple-
mented in the Global business area  
in order to produce satisfactory profit-
ability. Some definite improvements 
are anticipated on the income front  
as a result of the product measures 
which were implemented in 2013.  
This is most evident at Recharge, 
which experienced more than a 

 doubling of its subscription figures at  
the beginning of 2012 compared to 
2013. Another example is Upstream’s 
Technology magazine which saw  
huge growth in advertising following  
its launch last year. At the moment of 
writing, turnover for the first edition  
in 2014 versus the first edition in 2013 
has more than doubled, and future 
bookings are looking good. Tradewinds’ 
job vacancy advertisements are also 
experiencing substantial growth once 
again. Subscription arrangements were 
improved in 2013 and this has produced 
a good start to the year. At the same 
time work is being undertaken to 
improve cost  effectiveness by engaging  
in rationalisation and switching over to  
a more  digital publication model. 
These cost measures are demanding, 
but also decisive for future profitability.

In the Direct Relations business area, 
Mynewsdesk will continue to pursue 
its strategy for further development 
and growth in a market experiencing 
rapid expansion and increased global 
competition. In order to provide a basis 
for future growth, product develop-
ments will be boosted to improve  
the rate of innovation and further  
boost this area’s leading product.  
Good growth is also expected in  
2014, with the main contribution  
coming increasingly from markets  
outside Sweden, particularly those  
in Germany and the UK. However,  
it is obvious that Sweden will continue  
to be this area’s most important market 
in 2014.

A substantial restructuring was under-
taken in the Nautical Charts business 
area in 2013 in order to improve cost 

 efficiency. This included moving storage 
operations from Oslo to Bristol,the deve-
lopment of new digital products such as 
PAYS, which was launched at the turn 
of the year, and the establishment of a 
sales office in Hong Kong, which has 
improved this area’s opportunities for 
providing a better service to the global 
shipping market. The area’s competition 
power is good and substantial benefits 
are expect in 2014 as a result of these 
changes. 

A number of other measures have been 
implemented in respect of NHST’s other 
business areas which are expected to 
produce immediate effects in 2014. 
Smartcom’s cost base has been down-
scaled, while measures have simultane-
ously been introduced  in order to 
increase income.

C) TOwARDS 2015
The plan is that NHST Media Group 
will enter its 125th year in 2015 better 
than ever before. Group publications 
and activities are all looking good  
and are leading the market. Market 
conditions are dynamic and uncertain, 
although they are now becoming more 
normal. The organisation is extremely 
competent and expert at making 
changes We have taken stock of the 
large reduction in profitability which 
occurred in 2013 and we are working 
in a highly targeted, rapid manner in 
order to achieve substantial improve-
ments in profitability in those areas  
in which we failed to succeed in 2013.  
We will demonstrate this in 2014 and 
this should result in a stronger NHST 
Media Group by the end of the year.

“The opportunities provided by the digital  

format for greater immediate access to editorial 

material, have served as an important driver  

for digital operations and the development is 

heading towards more continous publishing”
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london

The Vikings are coming
London is one of the largest cities in Europe with a history stretching back two thousand years.  
From the 9th century onwards the city was repeatedly ravaged by Danish and Norwegian Vikings.  
The largest invasion occurred in 1066, when William the Conqueror won the Battle of Hastings  
and took over power.

Today the city is one of the world’s most important political, economic and cultural centres. 
London was the capital of the British Empire and consequently a global centre of power for  
almost three hundred years. London is regarded as one of the world’s financial “command  
centres”, along with cities like New York City and Tokyo. Finance is the city’s main industry  
with around 325,000 people working in this sector. Over 480 foreign banks have offices in  
London, which is more than in any other city in the world.

30050
MOTHER TONGUEETHICAL GROUPS

1 579
THE WORLD’S LARGEST CITY BY AREA

KM2
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-3 % Challenging markets  
and results.

0 %othER Challenging markets  
and results.

-10 % The drop in revenue  
caused profits to fall.naUtical

chaRts

GloBal

38 % Continued topline growth,  
but  falling profits due to 
expansion.

DiREct 
RElations

5 % Renewed income  
growth and strong  
profit improvements.

Dn

The topline at a glance:
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GloBalDn

245 246
FTES      FTES     

725
MILLION

REvENUE

269
MILLION

REvENUE
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TradeWinds
The world’s leading shipping 
newspaper (weekly)

Upstream
The world’s leading oil and gas 
newspaper (weekly)

Recharge
The global renewable energy 
newspaper (weekly)

Intrafish
FiskeribladetFiskaren
(tri-weekly – Norway)
Seafood International
(monthly)
Fishing News International
(monthly)
Fish Farming International
(monthly)
Seafood Processor
(quarterly)
Fishing News Weekly
(weekly – UK)

tradewinds.no
Global shipping news

upstreamonline.com
Global oil and gas news

rechargenews.com
Global renewable energy news

intrafish.com
Global seafood news

intrafish.no
Norwegian seafood news

fiskeribladetfiskaren.no
Online version of the leading 
Norwegian fisheries newspaper

Events
Global conference activities 
in the shipping sector

DN.no
The leading website for financial 
news in Norway

DN digital
Norway’s largest business 
 newspaper, daily on iPad

dagensit.no 
Leading Norwegian IT news service

TDN finans
Norway’s leading financial news 
service for the professional market

Dagens Næringsliv
Norway’s largest business newspaper 
with a circulation of more than 
80,000 in 2010 (daily)

D2
Published every Friday with Dagens 
Næringsliv, offering Norway’s most 
up-to-date perspectives on lifestyle 
and culture (weekly).
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naUtical chaRts othERDiREct RElations

141 46 70

102
MILLION

REvENUE

106
MILLION

REvENUE

114
MILLION

REvENUE

FTES     FTES      FTES      

Nautisk Forlag
International portfolio of nautical 
charts and maritime publications

McCurnin
Distributor of charts and maritime 
publications in New Orleans

Nautical publishing offices in
Hong Kong 
Singapore 
Bristol

Neptune
Electronic information service 
for on-board use

PAYS (Pay-as-you-sail) 
Electronic charts distributed  
when used

Intstream
Software platform for power 
traders and analysts

Europower
Newspaper for the Nordic  
power market (monthly)

Energy
Magazine for the Nordic  
power market (monthly)

Smartcom
Leading online Tv producer  
and distributor

europower.no
Leading news service for  
the Nordic power market

Mynewsdesk.com
Online distribution of content  
from businesses (Stockholm)
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Dn

This business area consists of Norway’s largest business 
newspaper, Dagens Næringsliv (DN), the DN.no website 
and TDN Finance which is a realtime provider of news 
from and related to Norway’s stock and interest rate 
markets.

ThE MARKET IN 2013
The Norwegian advertising market 
experienced relatively little develop-
ment overall, although there were sig-
nificant variations between the various 
channels. The most recent forecasts 
show that the daily press suffered a 
total reduction in advertising turnover 
of 9 % in 2013. Online advertising is 
estimated to have grown by 13 %. 

The readership market shows that  
the main newspapers are continuing  
to experience a drop in circulation. 
The public are more likely to read the 
news online, something which is often 
a free service. Although there has been 
an increase in subscription solutions, 
this has not succeeded in compensating 
for the drop in sales of paper news papers. 

During the last few years TDN Finans 
has seen the market suffer from the 
reduced number of dealers. 

COMPETITORS IN 2013
Dagens Næringsliv competes directly 
with other paper and online news-
papers in the financial sector. Although 
Dagens Næringsliv experienced a 
reduction in circulation last year, this 
drop was lower than that suffered by 
the other major newspapers. Conse-
quently Dagens Næringsliv is now 
 Norway’s third largest newspaper. 
Dagens Næringsliv also performed  
substantially better than its competitors 
in both the paper and online adver tising 
markets. 

DIGITALISATION AND PRODuCT 
DEvELOPMENTS IN 2013
Dagens Næringsliv experienced a 
 digital breakthrough in 2013. At the 
moment of writing one quarter of  
the paper’s subscribers have digital 
 subscriptions. Advertising on DN.no 
increased by 26 %, something which  
is considerably better than on the 
 market in general. During the spring  
of 2014 Dagens Næringsliv will 
be launching Næringsliv DN+,   

an onlinenewspaper which will be 
available on PCs, tablets and mobile 
phones. In addition to news, which 
will be printed and published on  
the open DN.no website, news will  
be updated throughout the day and  
will be exclusively available for anyone  
with a digital subscription.

IMPORTANT EvENTS IN 2013
In 2013 DN journalists won all three  
of the most prestigious awards for 
 journalists; The Skup Award, The  
Great Award in Journalism and the 
Riksmål Association’s Golden Pen  
Award. The fact that our journalists  
often win awards shows that Dagens 
Næringsliv is maintaining good  
professional standards.

Towards the end of 2013 the NHST 
Media Group entered into an agree-
ment for the purchase of 49 % of  
the shares in Morgenbladet, with  
an optionto increase its ownership 
stake to 90.1 % by the end of 2016. 

TOwARDS 2014
In 2013 Dagens Næringsliv posted its 
best results for many years. Turnover 
records were recorded in both the sub-
scription and over-the-counter readership 
markets, while similar records were 
achieved in the advertising market in 
respect of brand, property and digital 
advertisements and D2. 

It will be important for the organisation 
to succeed in its work on acquiring  
an equally strong position in respect  
of its digital channels as it has for  
its paper channels. Both readers  
and advertisements will continue to 
move their consumption from paper  
to digital channels. 

Subscription price increases will be 
substantially lower in 2004 compared 
to last year. On the other hand we think 
that the launch of DN+ will result in the 
paper’s digital subscriptions remaining 
more attractive.

ADvERTISING REvENUE

52 %

CIRCULATION 
REvENUE

47 %

REVEnUE 
PER catEGoRY

OTHER REvENUE

1 %
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KEY FiGUREs
Figures in NOK 1 000 2013 2012 2011
Advertising revenue  337 150  333 048  350 503 

Circulation revenue  379 703  349 178  330 131 

Other sales revenue  8 624  8 750  9 370 

Total operating revenue  725 477  690 976  690 005 

Operating expenses  (623 064)  (601 748)  (625 725)

Operating profit/loss  93 510  79 037  54 130 

Net financial items  8 541  5 872  7 956 

Profit/loss before tax  102 051  84 909  62 086 

5 %
GROWTH

13 %
OPERATING 

MARGIN
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30 000

60 000

90 000

120 000
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DIGITAL REvENUE

105 328

“The Group’s largest businessarea – Dagens Næringsliv 
(DN) – experienced improvements on most fronts. 
DN’s operating profit for 2013 of NOK 94 million 
 represented an increase of NOK 15 million and was 
the best since 2000. DN experienced improvements  
in both its subscription and advertising revenues,  
and developments on the digital front were also 
good.  Developments at DN were much better than 
those  experienced by other newspaper houses in 
Norway, and DN has a stronger market position”

mEssaGE FRomE thE cEo:

2243
NUMBER OF 

FTES  
INTERNATIONALLY

NUMBER OF  
FTES 

IN NORWAY
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Dn

DaGEns  
nÆRinGsliV
•  Dagens Næringsliv experienced 

a digital breakthrough in 2013 

•  12.000 digital subscribers by  
the end of the year

•  One quarter of subscribers  
are digital subscribers

•  Advertising on DN.no increased  
by 26 %, something which is 
considerably better than on  
the market in general

tDn 
nEws 
aGEncY 
•  Recent years have seen the market 

being affected by declining trading 
activity in the brokerage houses

•  Major competition from various 
digital channels

•  Still largest distributor in Norway

KEY FiGUREs
Figures in NOK 1 000 2013 2012 2011
Operating revenue 10 454 11 738 12 829 

Operating expenses  (9 450)  (10 736)  (10 695)

Operating profit/loss  1 004  1 002  2 133 

Net financial items  218  243  301 

Profit/loss before tax  1 222  1 244  2 434 

KEY FiGUREs
Figures in NOK 1 000 2013 2012 2011
Advertising revenue  337 150  333 048  350 503 

Circulation revenue 369 796  335 360  317 951 

Other sales revenue  8 624  11 376  9 268 

Operating revenue  715 570  679 784  677 722 
Operating expenses  (623 064)  (601 748)  (625 725)

Operating profit/loss  92 506  78 036  51 997 

Net financial items  8 322  5 629  7 655 

Profit/loss before tax  100 828  83 665  59 652 

238
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NUMBER OF
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The NHST Media Group publishes global publications 
for the shipping, oil and gas, aquaculture and fisheries 
and renewable energy industries.

The positions of all our publications 
were strengthened in comparison to 
those of our competitors in 2013, 
although under demanding conditions. 
This applied particularly to the fields 
of shipping and renewable energy.

We have been building our portfolio  
of publications and accompanying 
 services such as events and special 
 services since 1990. From a strategic 
point of view these have been devel-
oped in accordance with those indus-
tries in which Norway has a strong 
international presence. All our publi-
cations are market leaders. Global’s 
 editorial and commercial activities  
are run primarily from Oslo, London, 
Singapore, Houston and Stamford, 
 Connecticut. A total of 112 editorial 
and 100 commercial employees are 
engaged in this businessarea, which  
is the second largest in the Group.

SPECIALISED MARKETS
These publications are aimed primarily 
at globally-minded readers and adver-
tisers. Obviously their content has to  
be highly specialised and appeal to 
users and readers with decision-making 
authority, something which in turn 
makes it possible to obtain good prices  
in the associated advertising markets. 

Approx. 19 % of the revenue flow is 
digital. For publications which are 
distributed globally there is potential 
for further digitalisation. This applies 
to both products and and their associated 
sales models. Most of this revenue flow 
is linked to traditional subscription  
and advertising sales. Both readers  
and advertisers appear to be somewhat 
more traditional in their choice of 
channels than is the case for pure 
Norwegian and Scandinavian channels. 

However, we must assume that this 
situation is undergoing rapid change 
since generational changes are 
producing managers with different 
customs in respect of information 
consumption. Obviously our products 
and sales models have to be adapted 
accordingly. This is why a range of 
activities has been implemented in 
order to enable our organisations to 
provide their readers and advertisers 
with a more digital product portfolio. 
In the future, several of Global’s 
customers will be companies and 
organisations which will purchase 
content for their employees, rather  
than have their employees take out 
their own individual subscriptions. 

PRODuCT DEvELOPMENTS  
IN 2013
During 2013 Global has focused 
primarily on two different axes, 
i.e. developing more glossy magazine 
products which will appeal to both 
readers and advertisers, and developing 
digital products. In 2013 the NHST 
Media Group devoted a substantial 
amount of work towards improving 
access control and control of its digital  
product portfolios. It should now be 
easier for new subscribers to commence 
a customer relationship and also to 
control their own product portfolios 
once they have elected to take out 
a subscription. On the other hand 
it should not be possible to access 
publications unless one is willing to 
pay for the content. This function has 
already been launched on TradeWind’s 
customer portal, and it will be installed 
on the other publications’ digital 
products during the course of 2014. 

Most of the advertising products  
available in Global’s product range  

UPSTREAM

32 %

INTRAFISH

32 %

REVEnUE DistRiBUtion
PER comPanY

RECHARGE

3 %

TRADEWINDS

32 %

GloBal
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“Global’s operating profits were also affected 
by digital and magazine expansion projects. 
However, the launches undertaken in 2013 
were successful and should produce positive 
contributions in the future”

KEY FiGUREs
Figures in NOK 1 000 2013 2012 2011
Advertising revenue  112 760  115 112  123 316 

Circulation revenue 138 904  139 865  133 994 

Other sales revenue  17 595  21 965  17 065 

Total operating revenue  269 260  276 942  274 376 

Operating expenses (280 735) (271 487) (281 620)

Operating profit/loss  (11 475)  5 454  (7 244)

Net financial items  3 220  (1 532)  1 876 

Profit/loss before tax  (8 255)  3 922  (5 369)

*) These figures do not include amortisation on group goodwill.
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GloBal
are highly competitive and are basically 
very much niche products. However, 
new techno logy means that advertisers 
can now be offered even better hit 
opportunities.

The NHST Media Group will make 
arrangements for this type of product 
development in 2014.

Our global publications are finding  
that a number of advertisers are seek-
ing attention in addition to traditional 
advertising products. They are there-
fore offering events to the shipping, 
aquaculture, fisheries and renewable 
energy sectors which will serve as 
meeting placesfor network-building 
and the development of expertise in  
the specialist areas which they cover. 
The revenue flows relating to this are 
delegate fees and sponsorship income. 

COMPETITORS IN 2013
The NHST Media Group is obviously 
not the only group providing the above 
mentioned niches with specialist 
 information. Thanks to their long-term 
targeted investments, NHST’s publica-
tions have become market leaders. For 
example, our TradeWinds shipping 
news paper has been competing with 
the British Lloyd’s List in respect of both 
digital and traditional newspaper  
products. In 2013 Lloyd’s List decided 
to wind up its newspaper. This has 
opened up opportunities for 
TradeWinds which is producing  
a  profitable newspaper and which 
 managed to increase its circulation 
in 2013 despite challenging times  
in the shipping industry.

Our Upstream oil newspaper received 
substantial revenues from publishing 
specialist editions relating to oil exhibi-
tions all over the world. Upstream won 
the competition to become the official 
supplier of leading events in the sector, 
e.g. ONS in Stavanger, the World 
 Petroleum Congress in Moscow and 
Appea in Perth in Australia, just to 
mention a few. 

Recharge is in the process of acquiring 
the same position in the industry: 
Some of its revenue flow is derived 
from advertisements which appear  
in publications during large exhibitions 
and events held in those indu stries 
 covered by the publications  concerned.

TOwARDS 2014 
As initially mentioned, 2013 was a 
demanding year for global publications, 
with TradeWinds and Recharge in par-
ticular experiencing demanding market 
conditions. However, 2014 is expected 
to be slightly better for both the ship-
ping and renewable energy industries. 

Nevertheless, publications need to be 
good enough to withstand fluctuating 
market conditions. One important 
 contribution designed to achieve this 
is to increase the percentage of income 
received from the readers’ markets. 
Consequently substantial investments 
were made on expertise and systems  
in 2013 in order to increase the amount 
of income received from readers in 
2014 and during subsequent years. 
Most of our publications are expecting 
to see an increase in circulation in 
2014. 

We are also working on acquiring 
greater synergies between the four 
publications that we have in this 
business area. 

All in all our four publications should 
be able to obtain much more from their 
markets than was the case in 2013.
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REchaRGE
THOUGHT LEADERS CLUB,
HOLMENKOLLEN, 9 jANUAR, 2014

tRaDEwinDs 
jONES ACT SHIPPING FORUM,
18 SEPTEMBER 2013, NEW YORK

intRaFish  
SEAFOOD INvESTORS FORUM,
NEW YORK, 2013
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GloBal

KEY FiGUREs
Figures in NOK 1 000 2013 2012 2011
Advertising revenue  47 820  47 662  46 431 

Circulation revenue 38 111 39 969  39 929 

Other sales revenue  212  1 720  634 

Total operating 
revenue  86 143  89 352  86 994 
Operating expenses  (89 094) (79 110) (79 297)

Operating profit/loss  (2 951)  10 242  7 697 

Net financial items  850  (503)  505 

Profit/loss before tax  (2 101)  9 739  8 202 

KEY FiGUREs
Figures in NOK 1 000*) 2013 2012 2011
Advertising revenue  32 183  32 391  36 497 

Circulation revenue  44 900  44 092  41 272 

Press Support  5 776  6 051  6 053 

Other sales revenue  2 869  2 047  2 095 

Total operating 
revenue

 
85 729 

 
84 581 

 
85 916 

Operating expenses  (83 947)  (83 621)  (87 425)

Operating profit/loss  1 779  960  (1 509)

Net financial items  1 702  90  (458)

Profit/loss before tax  3 481  1 051  (1 967)

*) These figures do not include amortisation on group 
goodwill.

intRaFish
•  Brand strengthened by 

events activities, among 
other things

•  Profitability improved  
by good cost control

•  Ongoing strategic process 
to define development 
moving forward

UPstREam
•  Substantial income from 

specialist editions relating  
to oil exhibitions throughout 
the world

•  Won the competition for 
becoming the official 
publisher for all leading  
events in the sector

•  New magazine product on 
paper, Upstream Technology

•  Digital products in several 
different languages

68
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GloBal

KEY FiGUREs
Figures in NOK 1 000 2013 2012 2011
Advertising revenue  4 851  5 741  8 614 

Circulation revenue 4 149  4 705  4 481 

Other sales revenue 0    0   51 
Total operating 
revenue  9 000 10 446 

 
13 145 

Operating expenses  (19 751)  (24 784)  (28 256)

Operating profit/loss  (10 751)  (14 338)  (15 110)

Net financial items  (588)  (598)  (351)

Profit/loss before tax  (11 339)  (14 936)  (15 461)

KEY FiGUREs
Figures in NOK 1 000 2013 2012 2011
Advertising revenue  27 906  29 317  31 775 

Circulation revenue 51 744 51 100 48 312 

Other sales revenue  7 040  10 255  7 381 

Total operating 
revenue

 
86 690 

 
90 672 

 
87 468 

Operating expenses  (86 748) (80 881)  (81 360)

Operating profit/loss  (58)  9 791  6 108 

Net financial items  1 394  84  1 088 

Profit/loss before tax  1 336  9 875  7 196 

REchaRGE 
•  Demanding market  

conditions in 2013

•  Establishing a sound  
position

•  Some of its revenue flow  
derives from publications  
at major exhibitions and  
events 

•  Monthly paper magazine  
well received by the market

tRaDEwinDs
•  Strengthened its position in  

relation to its competitors 

•  Increased its circulation despite 
difficult times for the shipping 
industry

•  Improved its functionality for  
digital products

•  Events business merged back 
 into TradeWinds

49
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DiREct RElations

At the end of 2013 the Direct Relations business area 
consisted exclusively of Mynewsdesk, which is fully 
owned by the NHST Media Group.

The global presence of Mynewsdesk 
increased in 2013 and the company cur-
rently has offices in Sweden, Denmark, 
Norway, Singapore, Britain and Germany, 
as well as distribution in other markets.

Direct Relations has the fastest growing 
business area in the Group, with growth 
rising to 38 % in 2013, 27 % of which 
was organic growth. With a turnover of 
almost NOK 102 million, this company 
has increased tenfold since the NHST 
Media Group became involved on the 
ownership front in 2008. The market in 
Sweden still constitutes the largest and 
most profitable part of the company, 
although growth is being increasingly 
derived from new markets.
 
ThE MARKET IN 2013
Mynewsdesk operates in a market 
which is currently undergoing faster 
and more thorough change than ever 
since the company became established 
ten years ago.

In 2013 the markets for digital products 
and contents marketing became more 
closely linked because the companies 
involved are, to an increasing extent, 
transferring their marketing activities 
onto digital platforms when there is 
a requirement for self-produced content. 
This is enabling the integration and 
implementation of an owned, deserved 
and paid media strategy. Some compa-
nies and organisations have already 
drawn up their own media solutions, 
something which is resulting in a large, 
increasing market for contents produc-
tion, distribution and performance 
 management.

With the help of a Software-as-a-Service 
(SaaS)-model, Mynewsdesk has made it 
relatively easy to offer such services all 
over the world. The market is becoming 
increasingly global and it is important 
for Mynewsdesk to be able to maintain 
its position in the Scandinavian domestic 
markets and to gain a foothold in new 
markets.

The trends in the market are showing 
signs of considerable growth potential. 
Mynewsdesk has so far been a leader 
in its business area, and our ability 
to engage in innovative thinking and 
undertake reorganisation will be decisive 
for keeping pace with the accelerating 
market dynamics.
 
ThE PRODuCT IN 2013
Developments in the market indicate 
the need for heavy focus to be placed 
on product development in the future. 
The realisation of growth potential in 
the company will require continuous 
investments on product and market 
developments, partly in order to meet 
customer demand in the face of the 
competition defined on a global level. 
Work on increasing investments in 
product and market developments 
started in 2013 and will continue  
in 2014.
 
TOwARDS 2014
Direct Relations’ results in 2013 were 
largely in line with expectations, with  
the exception of the contribution of the 
German company which was purchased 
at the end of 2012. Change and integra-
tion costs were as expected, but serious 
irregularities committed by the previous 
management and owners in respect 
of public grants were discovered. This 
resulted in a need to place the company 
under administration and take the matter 
to court, something which had a substan-
tial cost-related impact. The German 
activities have now been fully integrated 
into Mynewsdesk under new manage-
ment, and work is now well underway  
on developing the customer database  
for one of Europe’s largest markets.

Mynewsdesk is a company undergoing 
growth and it also has considerable 
potential for future growth. Its ability 
to maintain and improve this will be 
based on product innovations and 
 efficient commercialisation which  
will jointly serve as the prime motor  
for future profitability.
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KEY FiGUREs
Figures in NOK 1 000*) 2013 2012 2011
Total operating revenue  101 537  73 414  57 854 

Operating expenses  (106 479)  (72 007)  (60 124)

Operating profit/loss (4 942)  1 407  (2 270)

Net financial items  164  169  40 

Profit/loss before tax (4 778)  1 576  (2 230)

*) These figures do not include amortisation on group goodwill.

“As regards Direct Relations, where  
all operations have now been merged  
under one company, Mynewsdesk,  
2013 was primarily a year of further  
expansion and strong growth. Turnover  
increased by 38%, from NOK 73 million  
to NOK 102 million”

mEssaGE FRom thE cEo:
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ChALLENGING MARKET IN 2013
Considerable consolidation is taking 
place in the market and this has resulted 
in price pressure in several geographical 
markets. In addition, the shipping 
market was variable and there was 
problems with access to products. 
This has resulted in a revenue decline, 
some thing which cost reductions have 
been unable to compensate for. 

During the course of of 2013 a private 
investment fund purchased most major 
players and now controls 29 % of the 
market. There are only 2 global agents 
left in direct competition with Nautisk 
Forlag.

PRODuCT DEvELOPMENTS IN 2013
Two developments have featured in 2013. 
The first was the development of 
subscription solutions whereby ships 
could pay for the electronic charts they 
use by using Pay-As-You-Sail (PAYS). 
The other was the development of Print 
on Demand (POD) which means that 
chart agents can print paper charts 
locally on special printers.

Nautisk Forlag has developed its own 
PAYS system based on the Neptune 
platform, which is well-established in  
the market. Furthermore, development 
of the next PAYS+ generation is now 
taking place. This is a more dynamic 
price model which is scheduled to be 
launched in the middle of March 2015. 

Five EPOD printers were installed in 
2013 to enable local digital printing of 
paper charts. Nautisk Forlag is planning 
to install more EPOD printers during 
the course of 2014 wherever such is 
natural. This is being done in order to 
reduce stocks of paper charts, to reach 
more customers with same-day delivery 
and to extend the life of the paper 
charts business.

TOwARDS 2014
Relatively low direct variable operating 
costs over and above cost of goods sold 
have meant that profits were hard hit 
when the  revenue fell. On the other 
hand, we are still satisfied with our 
choice of strategic direction and Nautisk 
Forlag is well positioned at the start  
of 2014 for taking market shares from  
the other major distributors who are 
involved in their own consolidation 
processes. 

Our strategy for Planet Neptune and 
a larger global footprint has been well 
received by our customers and new 
offices were established in Bristol and 
Hong Kong in 2013. As at the end of 
2013 the company has never had so 
many customers subscribing to its 
products and the foundations for 
 enabling growth and a return to  
satisfactory levels of profitability  
have therefore been established. 

In 2014 Nautical Charts will also focus 
further on optimising operations and 
its price strategies, as well as improving 
cost effectiveness at its various offices. 
We have learnt that we cannot do one 
thing at the expense of another. If we 
are to succeed, we need to do many 
things at the same time and we need to 
do them better than our competitors.

naUtical chaRts

Nautical Charts comprises the NHST Media Group’s 
activities relating to the distribution of maritime charts 
and publications - in both paper and digital format. 
The company delivers its products to shipping 
companies all over the world from its offices in Oslo, 
Bristol, New Orleans, Singapore and Hong Kong.
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“The Nautical Charts business area has 
experienced the most volatile environment 
during the year. While turnover fell by 25 % 
during the first quarter, it increased by 7 % 
during the final quarter when compared to 
the previous year”

mEssaGE FRom thE cEo:

KEY FiGUREs
Figures in NOK 1 000*) 2013 2012 2011
Total operating revenue  105 687  117 715  110 638 

Operating expenses  (117 084)  (118 984)  (110 313)

Operating profit/loss  (11 396)  (1 269)  324 

Net financial items  (760)  (2 157)  202 

Profit/loss before tax  (12 156)  (3 427)  527 

*) These figures do not include amortisation on group goodwill.
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othER

The group’s Other operations consist of its remaining 
operational companies, i.e. the parent company NHST 
Media Group, which sells services to its subsidiaries, 
as well as Smartcom and Europower, which have 
external customers.

Turnover amounted to NOK 113.5 million 
at the end of the year, the same as last 
year. This was attributable to growth  
in sales of the parent company’s services 
which corresponded to the decline  
experienced by Europower and Smart-
com. External turnover fell by NOK 5.6 
million. The operating profit fell by 
NOK 4 million to NOK 33.5 million.  
It was primarily the parent company 
which was responsible for this decline, 
although the operating deficit at Smart-
com was satisfactory.

The companies gathered under the  
Other business area are focusing both 
internally and externally. The parent 
company’s services comprise functions 
such as HR, finances and IT, as well as 
administrative services carried out on 
behalf of the Group. This model of  
organisation means that the Group is 
able to improve the effectiveness of 
these functions throughout the Group. 
Unlike the parent company, the two 
 externally-oriented companies,  
Smartcom and Europower, provide 
 services to external customers and  
both companies underwent substantial 
changes in 2013.

ThE MARKET IN 2013
Europower’s market has suffered over 
time from inadequate dynamism and 
changes. The energy industry in 
Norway is relatively stable and few 
changes are occurring in respect of 
structure and size. The advertising and 
readership markets are therefore both 
relatively flat and this is affecting the 
operations of Europower.

The market for live online sound and 
images is growing in both traditional 
media and new channels such as online 
courses and training, as well as direct 

broadcasts from live events. Considerable 
focus is thus being aimed at this industry, 
but there is also great competition 
between the providers. 

PRODuCT DEvELOPMENTS IN 2013
Both companies experienced the bulk 
of its development activities at the end 
of 2012 which produced effects in 
2013. 

Europower launched a new website 
during the autumn of 2012 and closed 
down its weekly newspaper. Develop-
ments have therefore been more quali-
tative in respect of products than any-
thing else in 2013. Europower’s website 
is based on payment solutions and the 
product is undergoing constant adjust-
ments in order to attract new readers 
and advertisers. The magazine entitled 
Energi is providing the trade with both 
insight and more in-depth material in 
a more glossy format.

During 2013 Smartcom switched over 
to a new technology platform based 
on standard software supplied by 
Brightcove, a leading supplier of 
infrastructure for the distribution of 
live online sound and images. This 
company has thus phased out its own 
software and is able to concentrate 
on providing its customers with good 
services and advice, as well as being 
a distributor for Brightcover in Norway. 
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“A number of other measures have been  
implemented in respect of NHST’s other  
business areas which are expected to  
produce immediate effects in 2014”

mEssaGE FRom thE cEo:

KEY FiGUREs
Figures in NOK 1 000*) 2013 2012 2011
Total operating revenue  113 528  113 498  118 039 

Operating expenses  (147 035)  (143 274)  (147 854)

Operating profit/loss  (33 507)  (29 776)  (29 815)

*) These figures do not include amortisation on group goodwill.
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othER

EURoPowER
•   The autumn of 2012 and closed 

down its weekly newspaper

•  This website is based on payment 
solutions and is undergoing 
constant product adjustments in 
order to attract new readers and 
advertisers

•  The magazine Energi is providing 
the trade with both insight and 
more in-depth material in a more 
glossy format 

KEY FiGUREs
Figures in NOK 1 000*) 2013 2012 2011
Operating revenue  20 450 23 419 23 023 
Operating expenses  (20 782)  (24 077)  (25 315)

Operating profit/loss  (332)  (658)  (2 292)

Net financial items  (149)  (137)  (105)

Profit/loss before tax  (481)  (794)  (2 396)

*) These figures do not include amortisation on group   
   goodwill.

smaRtcom
• Substantial changes in 2013

•  Has switched over to a new 
technology platform based 
on standard software supplied 
by Brightcove

•  Has developed new sources 
of income, e.g. by hiring out 
studio space

KEY FiGUREs

Figures in NOK 1 000*) 2013 2012 2011
Operating revenue 14 759  17 446 20 293 

Operating expenses  (24 840)  (26 753)  (27 858)

Operating profit/loss  (10 081)  (9 307)  (7 566)

Net financial items  (338)  (307)  (534)

Profit/loss before tax  (10 419)  (9 614)  (8 100)

*) These figures do not include amortisation on group  
     goodwill.

nhst
•  Growth in the cost 

base reflects increased 
development and legal 
costs

KEY FiGUREs
Figures in NOK 1 000*) 2013 2012 2011
Operating revenue  82 098  76 349  74 352 

Operating expenses  (105 167)  (96 098)  (98 086)

Operating profit/loss  (23 068)  (19 749)  (23 734)

Net financial items  (15 758)  12 901  17 722 

Profit/loss before tax  (38 825)  (6 848)  (6 012)

*) Primarily internal Group revenue. 
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singapore

From trading posts along 
the Silk Road to port of Asia
Singapore attracts traders from all over the world, is one of the main financial centres in  
Asia and has one of the busiest ports in the world. This city state is home to more than 9,000 
multinational companies from the USA, China, India, Japan and Europe. Foreign companies 
can be found in all parts of the economy. 

A legend dating back to the 12th century relates that when a Sumatran prince arrived in 
Singapore he saw a black-faced tiger and thought it was a lion, so that is why Singapore  

is called “Lion City”. 

RESIDENT NORWEGIANS
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For the NHST Group, 2013 was a year of contrasts. On the 
one hand, DN delivered its best results since 1999/2000  
and, despite it being another challenging year for Norwegian 
newspapers in general, managed to maintain its excellent 
development. On other hand, several of the other companies 
showed both declining revenue and poor profitability.  
The digital revenue trend was positive and accelerating.  
Consolidated revenues came to NOK 1.237 million, a 3 % 
increase, while operating profit fell to NOK 9 million, down 
from NOK 44 million in 2012. EBITDA was NOK 53 million. 
 
hIGhLIGhTS Of 2013
In the course of 2013, DN completed the merger of DN Nye 
Medier, publisher of DN.no, and the Dagens Næringsliv news-
paper with a view to integrating the two editorial setups.  
Joining editorial forces will support further development of 
DN’s digital platforms. Digital development was a key action 
area in 2013. A great deal of work was done developing the 
new DN+ product, which offers both free and paid-for digital 
content on one platform. The product was launched  
in March 2014. DN managed to boost its share of the adver-
tising market, despite a more general declining trend for 
 dailies.  Readership figures and circulation revenue are hold-
ing up. In December 2013, NHST signed an agreement with 
the owners of Morgenbladet to acquire 33 % of the shares 
with an option to buy up to 90.1 % by the end of 2016.  The 
acquisition is part of a strategy aimed at strengthening DN 
and NHST in the Norwegian market. 

There were two major milestones for Direct Relations in 
2013. NHST increased its stake in Mynewsdesk to 100 % in 
March, while in the autumn Mynewsdesk was launched in 
Germany based on the organisation that had already been 
put in place by acquiring ddp direct in December 2012. This 
was in contrast to the gradual, organic growth model pursued 
in other countries. Growth remained strong for Direct Rela-
tions in 2013, but competition and the market place are 
changing rapidly. In addition to these two events, an unforeseen 
situation also arose in Germany in 2013. Irregularities dating 
back to the period before NHST acquired ddp direct resulted 
in the company having to be wound up, but the business  
continued in Mynewsdesk GmbH. This matter is covered  
in more detail in the  section on the business area. 

The companies in Global were affected by demanding mar-
ket conditions during the year, resulting in stagnation or 
decline. Several new product platforms were nevertheless 
launched in 2013 in the form of magazines, new non-English 
websites and a brand new Recharge concept with a stronger 
focus on digital distribution. 

Nautical Charts remained fully committed to the strategic devel-
opment towards a larger geographical footprint. The operations 
in Hong Kong and the UK became fully operational and the 
organisation was modified to reflect global customers and  
a global business.  The financial results for 2013 were 
un satisfactory, but the organisation has now been adapted  
to a  market that is showing improvement and should therefore  
be able to generate growth once more.

The picture for Smartcom and Europower has not changed 
significantly since last year. Europower enjoys a leading market 
position, but is facing challenges in an energy industry with-
out major changes or growth. Smartcom faced some major 
technological challenges, which had a serious impact on 
 profitability, but they have now been dealt with.

OPERATING REvENuE

Operating revenue was NOK 1,237 million, up NOK 37 million 
or 3 %.  Most of the growth was organic from the group’s 
 existing companies, but NOK 9 million also came from an 
 acquisition in Germany.  Circulation revenue is up 6 %, 
 supported by price increases for all the publications, while 
underlying  circulation developed nicely, though with some 
variations. Advertising revenue was on a par with 2012. 
There was growth in digital advertising, while advertising 
revenue from paper fell slightly. Market share for paper  
advertisements still grew, as the total market was in decline 
for  dailies in particular. The group’s service revenue from 
 Nautical Charts and Direct Relations declined in 2013. Direct 
Relations continued to grow, while Nautical Charts posted a 
sharp drop of NOK 12 million.  The market picture for ship-
ping, which affected both TradeWinds and Nautical Charts, 
remained negative in 2013. This represented a  challenge for 
Nautisk Forlag’s chart business in particular. The group also 
scaled down its conference business in  shipping slightly.

OPERATING ExPENSES
The group’s operating expenses were NOK 1.228 million,  
an increase of 6 % or NOK 72 million.  Cost growth was made 
up of two main components, increased costs linked to existing 
business and increased costs linked to growth. NHST 
launched more products, maintained growth in Direct 
 Relations and acquired new operations in Germany. This 
drove costs levels up in 2013 over and above what is reflected 
in revenue growth.  Of the increase in costs of NOK 72 
 million, NOK 43 million can be attributed to growth, primarily 
in Direct Relations, but also in other companies, such as 
Upstream. Underlying cost growth for established operations 
was in the order of 0 – 3 %. This also includes the restructuring 
costs for Smartcom, for example.  Expenses in 2013 were also 
affected by non-recurring costs linked to reorganisation of  
the business in Germany and impairment losses relating  
to goodwill totalling NOK 7 million.

On top of the impairment losses, goodwill was depreciated 
by NOK 19 million, up from NOK 12 million in 2012.

EARNINGS
Operating profit for 2013 was NOK 9 million, down NOK 35 
million. DN posted a clear profit increase, while the other 
 business areas combined fell by more, contributing to the  
fall in profits.
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(NOK ‘000) 2013 2012

Revenue  1 236 835  1 199 951 

Expenses  1 227 768  1 155 711 

Operating profit  9 067  44 240 
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EBITDA was NOK 53 million, down NOK 29 million from 2012.  
EBITDA largely tracked development in operating profit during 
2013, but larger amortisation costs relating to goodwill arising 
from the acquisition of Mynewsdesk mean that EBITDA develop-
ment is slightly better than the equivalent development in operat-
ing profit. Investments in new non-current assets and intangible 
assets over and above goodwill are relatively stable, so there is 
not much variation in annual depreciation.

Net financial items for the year yielded a deficit of NOK 4 million, 
with the greatest impact being made by currency movements 
during the year. The group hedges parts of its expected cur-
rency exposure, but large fluctuations in several currencies 
affected profits. Financial expenses also include NOK 4 million 
of impairment losses relating to financial investments. As a 
result, pre-tax profit was NOK 6 million.  

CASh fLOw
Cash flow from operating activities was NOK 48 million, down 
from NOK 71 million in 2012. Cash flow from operations 
accounted for 91 % of EBITDA in 2013, which is in line with 
2012’s 87 %. Operating cash flow was affected by negative 
 development in inventory and pension premiums, while trade 
receivables, trade payables and other accruals made a positive 
contribution beyond items without cash flow effect. Exposure 
to customers in Asia, who have a different payment profile to 
customers in Europe and North America, had a negative impact, 
while there was growth in advance payments from subscription 
customers in both publications and Direct Relations. 

Investing activities contributed a negative cash flow of NOK  
100 million, primarily as a result of the acquisition of the 
minority shareholders’ shares in Mynewsdesk.  Other invest-
ments  consisted of NOK 29 million in non-current assets and 
intangible assets, NOK 7 million more than in the previous 
year. Cash flow from financing activities contributed NOK 38 
million, which mainly consists of a loan raised to acquire 
Mynewsdesk. The group still has overdraft facilities available. 

RETuRN AND CAPITAL STRuCTuRE
The proposed dividend is NOK 8.7 million, which represents  
NOK 7 per share.   

Based on the number of shares outstanding, not including 
treasury shares, the earnings per share outstanding are a loss  
of NOK 7.6. The development in earnings per share corresponds 

Earnings (NOK ’000) 2013 2012

EBITDA  52 704  81 950 

EBITA  44 391  74 175 

EBIT  9 067  44 240 

EBT  5 567  40 092 

Cash flows (NOK ’000) 2013 2012

From operating activities 47 989 71 253

From investing activities (100 122) (20 908)

From financing activities 37 761 (6 077)

Net cash flow (14 372) 44 268

Margins 2013 2012

EBITDA margin 4.3 % 6.8 %

EBIT margin 0.7 % 3.7 %

REVEnUEs BY REGion
NORWAY EUROPE AMERICAS ASIA & OCEANIA

71 %18 %

5 %
6 %

 2013

72 %16 %

5 %
7 %

 2012

nUmBER oF FtEs PER REGion

58 %28 %

6 %

8 %

 2013

61 %22 %

8 %

9 %

 2012

NORWAY EUROPE AMERICAS ASIA & OCEANIA
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to the development in operations and therefore fell in  
2013. Net cash flow per share was NOK -11.6, down from 
NOK 35.6 in the previous year. 

 

The group’s average balance sheet value was NOK 154.9 
 million in 2013.  The return on capital employed was  
therefore 6 %. This is down on 2012, but on a par with 2011, 
when earnings were of the same order of magnitude.  The 
group’s balance sheet grew by NOK 48 million between  
the beginning and end of the year, largely driven by the 
investment in Mynewsdesk. 

Equity stood at NOK 127.6 million at the end of the year, 
equivalent to an equity ratio of 22 %, compared with 27 %  
at the end of the previous year. The liquidity ratio was 0.82  
at the end of 2013, down 0.17 on the previous year. 

ThE BuSINESS AREAS IN MORE DETAIL

DN 

DN delivered its best earnings for many years, up NOK 14 
million on 2012.  The operating margin was 13 %, with results 
being particularly good in light of the challenges faced by the 
industry in terms of advertising revenue and digital user pay-
ment. Good cost control and the fact that a large proportion of 
the year’s IT development costs were capitalised in the balance 
sheet also contributed to the improvement in earnings. 

Revenues increased by 5 % to NOK 725 million, the highest 
they have ever been. Advertisements on paper were down, 
while digital advertisements increased by 25 %. Following 
minor increases in circulation in the last two years, circula-
tion fell slightly in 2013. There was substantial growth in dig-
ital subscriptions and subscription types other than full 
week.  Circulation revenue increased considerably as a result 
of price increases for both subscriptions and over-the-counter 
sales, while digital news service TDN felt the effects of the 
stock-brokerage challenges facing the industry.

Digitalisation was a prominent feature of the year, with a lot 
of resources being put into both the further development of 
existing digital products and the new DN+, which will com-
bine paid-for and free content on the Internet. 

Cost growth is lower than in recent years. Despite the high 
level of activity, a large number of small measures were also 
implemented with a view to making processes more efficient 
and reallocating resources where necessary. 

In December, NHST signed an agreement with the owners of 

Morgenbladet that gives NHST an option to buy up to 90.1 % 
of the shares during the next three years. This will further 
strengthen both Morgenbladet and DN in terms of offering 
an attractive product mix to readers and an attractive reader-
ship to advertisers. 

Global

Global had a challenging year as far as profitability was con-
cerned.  While 2012 was the first year with a combined profit 
for these companies, 2013 was another step back. Only 
Intrafish managed to deliver an operating profit. Despite 
Recharge reducing its operating loss, the decline in both 
TradeWinds and Upstream was so large that together the 
companies made an operating loss of NOK 11 million.  

In particular, lack of revenue growth adversely affected the 
companies. Circulation revenue was relatively flat during the 
year and so failed to contribute to revenue growth. Advertis-
ing revenue also fell slightly as a result of there being fewer 
large conferences for both shipping and oil & gas. The events 
business was also scaled down and there were no non-recur-
ring items, like the sale of LNG Unlimited in 2012, to affect 
revenues. The overall result was a decline of NOK 8 million. 

Strategically, measures were implemented with a view to 
strengthening products and revenues in the future. They 
 primarily involved the launch of magazine formats, the 
 development of new geographical areas and, not least, the 
move to a more digital focus at Recharge. These changes 
drove costs levels up without bringing about similar growth 
in revenues. The negative impact of these  initiatives on 
 profitability in 2013 was therefore greater than expected.  
The publications are very strongly placed in the market.  
Lloyd’s List was discontinued in newspaper format in  
December 2013, for example, while TradeWinds is now  
the clear market leader in its segments.

Direct Relations

In 2013, Direct Relations experienced several major events that 
affected both development and profit for the year. There were 
and remain plenty of market opportunities, and during 2013 
Mynewsdesk achieved substantial growth in terms of cus-
tomer numbers and revenues.

Following an agreed process in late 2012 and early 2013, 
NHST acquired the remaining shares from the minority share-
holders in Mynewsdesk in March, making it the sole owner of 
Mynewsdesk. This resulted in a strategic change for the busi-
nesses, as well as organisational changes. Major restructuring 
of operations in ddp direct was also carried out. ddp direct’s 
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NOK ‘000 2013 2012
Operating revenue 269 260  276 942 

Operating expenses*) 280 735 271 488 

Operating profi (11 475)  5 454 
*) Not including amortisation of group goodwill

NOK ‘000 2013 2012
Operating revenue 101 537 73 414

Operating expenses*) 106 479 72 007

Operating profit (4 942) 1 407
*) Not including amortisation of group goodwill

Profitability 2013 2012
Dividend per share 7.00  11.00 

Earnings per share (7.60)  18.40 

ROACE 6 % 30 %

Cash flow per share (11.56)  35.61 

NOK ‘000 2013 2012
Operating revenue  725 477  690 976 

Operating expenses*)  631 967 611 939 

Operating profit 93 510   79 037 
*) Not including amortisation of group goodwill
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operations did not perform as expected in 2013 and contributed 
to a loss in the amount of NOK 6 million up to the business being 
totally reorganised and integrated in a new company, Mynews-
desk GmbH. The old ddp direct went into liquidation, resulting 
at group level in a non-recurring expense of NOK 5 million in 
addition to the loss of NOK 6 million on operations, which was 
charged to Direct Relations’ operating profit. 

Meanwhile, underlying growth in the core business in Scandina-
via remains positive. Customer loyalty is good and operating rev-
enue continues to grow.  Having said that, the competitive situa-
tion is constantly changing and big new players are breaking 
into the market. It will therefore be necessary to develop the 
product and services further in the immediate future with a 
view to developing and strengthening what is a good market 
position. 

In autumn 2013, NHST uncovered serious irregularities under 
the former management and owners of ddp direct GmbH with 
regard to a regional development grant received by the company. 
The regional development bank was informed immediately by 
NHST and it became apparent that the outcome would be a 
demand for repayment in full, which the company would not be 
able to meet. The decision was therefore taken to put ddp direct 
into liquidation and continue the business in a new company. 
Agreement was reached with the liquidator appointed by the 
court to acquire the business’s assets and employees. The process 
was completed quickly with a minimum of inconvenience for 
customers and employees. German operations are continuing 
under Mynewsdesk Deutschland GmbH and are now fully inte-
grated in Mynewsdesk. 

Despite the fact that the German operations are continuing, the 
decision was taken to write off NHST’s balance sheet assets relat-
ing to ddp direct GmbH. Legal action is being taken against the 
former owners and management of ddp direct GmbH with a 
view to obtaining compensation.

Nautical Charts

The market conditions for Nautical Charts were challenging in 
2013. Consolidation is taking place in the industry, resulting in 
strong pressure on prices in some markets. The shipping market 
was weak in 2013 and, unfortunately, there were also problems 
with the supply of new updates for charts and publications for 
extended periods. All in all, this led to a decline in revenues that 
could not be made up by cost reductions. 

The strategy for Planet Neptune and a larger global footprint has 
been received by customers, and new offices were set up in the 
UK and Hong Kong in 2013. This was done in order to exploit 
market conditions, but also to achieve more cost-effective operat-
ing models. Nautical Charts has never had as many customers for 
its subscription products as at the end of 2013, so the foundations 
for returning to satisfactory profitability are in place. 

NOK ‘000 2013 2012
Operating revenue 105 687 117 715

Operating expenses*) 117 083 118 984

Operating profi (11 396) (1 269)
*) Not including amortisation of group goodwill

nhst GRoUP

HEAD OFFICE oslo

% OF REvENUES FROM 
OUTSIDE NORWAY 29 %

FULL-TIME EqUIvALENTS 748

COUNTRIES WHERE  
NHST IS REPRESENTED 20

% OF EMPLOYEES 
OUTSIDE NORWAY 43 %
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 Other

The situation for Europower and Smartcom did not change 
significantly in 2013. Europower is faced with a relatively 
stagnant energy market in Norway and this is affecting earn-
ings, which are consequently relatively flat. There was an 
operating loss of NOK 0.3 million. Smartcom has had major 
technological problems for several years and has now switched 
to a completely different technology platform, which is work-
ing very well.  Downsizing and restructuring were implemented  
at Smartcom in 2013. Measures were taken to reduce the 
fixed cost base and have more variable costs. The company’s 
revenue base will have to increase considerably for the 
 business to break even. The order reserve is increasing.

RISK MANAGEMENT 
The group is exposed to various types of risks linked to its 
ordinary operations, but given the type of businesses operated 
by the group, financial risk is the most important. Manage-
ment draws up regular operating reports for the Board and 
the group’s risk profile is discussed by the Board in connection 
with its annual meeting with the auditor.

In the short term, the main risk elements are unpredictable 
advertising markets in particular but also technical business 
interruptions and distribution. The group therefore has com-
prehensive systems in place for monitoring and dealing with 
such situations. 

The group is exposed to foreign currency risks associated 
with operations in several foreign currencies. These risks are 
assessed regularly, in addition to which the group has a set 
policy of hedging parts of its currency exposure by means of 
forward exchange contracts based on expected cash flows for 
the next 12 months at the end of the year. Hedging as at 31 
December is described in detail in the notes to the accounts. 
The group has a relatively spread customer portfolio and 
therefore runs a credit risk on these customers. In the Norwe-
gian market the group has taken out credit insurance for the 
largest individual customers. 

The majority of the group’s operations are included in a joint 
group account scheme and liquidity management is handled 
centrally. In addition, the group has further overdraft facilities 
available and debt financing is linked to the loan for the 
acquisition of Mynewsdesk. 

The group’s overall strategic risk is primarily linked to the 
business model for the digitalisation affecting the media 
industry. The group closely monitors developments both 
nationally and internationally, and regularly adapts products 
when necessary. Some of the businesses are also exposed to 
more specific risks over and above this. They can vary from 
regulatory changes, such as the level of press support for 
Intrafish, for example, to more industry-related changes,  
such as the switch to digital charts for Nautisk Forlag.

These risks are important for the individual businesses,  
but are not significant for the group as a whole. 

TEChNOLOGy, RESEARCh AND DEvELOPMENT
The group does not have costs or activities that can be 
 classified as research and development under current 
accounting regulations.
 
It nevertheless commits substantial resources to developing  
its activities in digital technologies and distribution plat-
forms.  This applies not only to publishing activities, but  
also to a large extent the group’s other operations.  

Development activities are managed via a matrix organisation 
in which, with some exceptions, the delivery organisation  
is structured as a joint function, while the product  delivery 
dimension rests with the line management of the businesses. 
In addition, Direct Relations has its own development  
environment in Stockholm.

Some of the development costs are recognised as intangible 
assets in the balance sheet.  As at 31 December such costs 
had a book value of NOK 42.6 million, compared with NOK 
40.6 million in the previous year. Such costs are normally 
 depreciated over three to five years.

hEALTh, SAfETy AND ENvIRONMENT
The group attaches great importance to health, safety and 
environment activities organised by the working environ-
ment committee, the sports and recreation organisation and 
HR. Cooperation with the employees’ organisations has been 
satisfactory. 

The sickness absence rate was 2.6 % for the group as a 
whole. For employees in Norway it was 3.2 %. This is slightly 
up on 2012. The group considers the working environment 
to be good and works constantly on measures to reduce the 
sickness absence rate. No accidents were reported during the 
year, the same as in the previous year. The group’s normal 
activities have a  relatively low accident risk. 

NHST Media Group has employees in more than 30 offices in 
Norway and abroad, with the largest offices outside Norway 
being in London, Stockholm, Singapore and Houston. It is 
group policy to comply with each country’s statutes and 
 regulations concerning health, safety and environment. 

The group tries to make it possible for employees of either 
gender to combine work and family life. During 2013 a total 
of 46 employees had leave of absence, 25 of them women. 

STAff AND EquALITy
Many nationalities are represented both in Norway and inter-
nationally, and the employees work well together. The group 
has a recruitment and HR policy that ensures equal opportu-
nities and rights, while preventing discrimination.

In 2013 NHST Media Group had an average of 736 employees 
(748 full-time equivalents), 304 of them women. There were 706 
full-time employees. At the end of the year there were 748 full-
time equivalents and 757 employees.  
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NOK ‘000 2013 2012
Operating revenue 113 528  113 498 

Operating expenses*) 147 035 143 274 

Operating profit (33 507)  (29 776) 
*) Not including amortisation of group goodwill
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NHST Media Group had 36 part-time employees in 2013, 18 of 
them women.  

At the end of 2013 the group’s Board of Directors had five members 
elected by shareholders, two women and three men. The group 
management consisted of one woman and five men in 2013.  
All the subsidiaries, with one exception, are headed by men.  
The proportion of women in middle management is 28%. In 
positions where it is feasible in practice, the group has made 
 it possible for employees to work part-time. Women are repre-
sented to a higher degree than men among employees working 
part-time and taking sick leave. 

ExTERNAL ENvIRONMENT
The group does not produce goods or services that use environ-
mentally hazardous input factors. Dagens Næringsliv, the one 
newspaper owned by the group that has appreciable over-the-
counter sales, collects unsold newspapers through AS Avisretur. 
The newspapers are then sent for recycling. All office machines 
that are taken out of service are dealt with in accordance with 
regulations. All the newspapers buy printing services from 
external suppliers. The environmental awareness of the group’s 
main suppliers has been assessed and found to be satisfactory.

CORPORATE GOvERNANCE AND COMPANy 
MANAGEMENT
NHST Media Group tries to follow the recommendations of the 
Oslo Stock Exchange with regard to good corporate governance 
and company management. A more detailed explanation of 
 individual points can be found in a separate section in NHST’s 
annual report. An account of key circumstances and any 
 departures follows. 

The company’s General Meeting is open to all approved share-
holders and all approved shares carry equal voting rights. All 
shareholders may attend in person or by proxy. It is not possible  
to attend and/or vote via the Internet. There is just one class of 
shares and each share carries one vote at the General Meeting. 
The shares are freely negotiable, though the Board of Directors 
may refuse to allow a share transfer on reasonable grounds.  
The right to refuse consent for the acquisition of shares is  
based on the need for editorial and commercial independence.

There were seven board meetings and an extended strategy meet-
ing in 2013. The Board of Directors regularly receives a group 
reporting package containing financial information on the group 
and the individual group companies. The Board also regularly 
receives management’s comments on developments during the 
year. The company’s strategy is discussed on a broad basis at an 
extended board meeting every year. The Board of Directors has one 
subcommittee, a compensation committee. NHST also has a nomi-
nation committee consisting of Annette S. Olsen and Erik Must. 
NHST Media Group AS does not have a corporate assembly.

full-time equivalents 2013 2012
DN 245 234

Global 246 246

Direct Relations 141 92

Nautical Charts 46 44

Other 70 73

thE BoaRD oF DiREctoRs

ESPEN LINDERuDfRANK jANSEN

ChRISTIAN ANDvIKAASE GuDDING  
GRESvIG

jOAChIM BERNER RIChARD OLAv AA

ERIK MuST ANETTE S. OLSEN
CHAIRMAN
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The General Meeting fixes remuneration for the Board of  
Directors every year. NOK 945,000 was paid to the Board  
of Directors in remuneration in 2013. The Board of Directors 
evaluates the group’s remuneration systems for senior 
employees on a regular basis. The group wants to attract 
competent employees with relevant experience, so aims to  
have a competitive remuneration system. 

A full examination of the points in the recommendation  
can be found under shareholder information in the annual 
report.

PROSPECTS fOR 2014
The group has a satisfactory order reserve at the start of 
2014, so continued growth in revenues is therefore expected. 

The group’s profitability was unsatisfactory in 2013 despite 
continued revenue growth. This further reinforced the need 
to balance focus between growth and profitability.  It is our 
objective that all the companies in the portfolio should make  
a satisfactory contribution to earnings and development, and 
that profit margins should return to a satisfactory level. 

The macroeconomic picture for media companies did not 
change significantly in 2013. There is still uncertainty  regarding 
some of the markets in which the group operates, while others 
are more stable and enjoying positive development. Generally 
speaking, the rate of development in the  digitalisation of both 
publications and other services is  contributing to pressure on 
existing business models. The group’s competitiveness is 
expected to be good, with leading market positions for all its 
operations. Digital products are expected to account for an  
ever larger proportion of revenue during 2014.

PROfIT fOR ThE yEAR AND ALLOCATIONS
The parent company is a holding company that in 2013  
had revenues of NOK 82.1 million, most of which related to  
group  services. This is NOK 5.8 million more than last year. 

The parent company made a loss of NOK 23m, as against  
a loss of NOK 20m in 2012. Net financial items were NOK  
25 million, as against NOK 13m in 2012. The variation in  
net financial items from year to year is caused by the level  
of group contributions received from subsidiaries. In 2013,  
the level of group contri butions rose once more as a result  
of the parent company receiving slightly more of the group  
contributions, despite poorer results in the group. 

The tax expense for the year was NOK 3 million, while net 
tax payable is NOK 2.4 million. It is proposed that NHST 
Media Group AS’s loss for the year of NOK 0.5 million  
after  tax should be covered as follows (NOK ‘000):

Proposed dividend *)   8 702
Transferred from other equity  (9 252)
Total allocations  (550)
*) not including treasury shares  

 
The non-restricted equity of NHST Media Group AS is NOK 
67.3 million. Total equity is NOK 77.3 million, compared 
with NOK 86.5 million in 2012, while the equity interest is 
16 %, compared with 19 % in the previous year.  

GOING CONCERN ASSuMPTION
The financial statements have been prepared on the basis  
of a going concern assumption. This assessment is based  
on the group’s expectations for 2014, a satisfactory liquidity 
position and undrawn credit facilities. The Board of Directors 
believes that the financial statements provide a fair presenta-
tion of NHST Media Group’s assets and liabilities, financial 
position and results.
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Gunnar Bjørkavåg
CEO

Anette S. Olsen
ChAIRMAN

Oslo, 24 April 2014

Erik Must Aase Gudding Gresvig

Richard Olav AaChristian AndvikEspen Linderud Frank Jansen

Carl Joachim Berner
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       NhST MEDIA GROuP AS Figures in NOK 1 000 GROuP

2011 2012 2013 Note 2013 2012 2011

Operating revenue and expenses

0 0 0 Sales revenue 2  1 215 362  1 177 501 1 161 035

 78 177  76 350  82 098 Other operating income 2  21 473  22 450  15 228 

78 177 76 350 82 098 Total operating revenue 1 236 835 1 199 951 1 176 263

121 0 4 Cost of goods and services sold 3  352 530  357 457  355 473 

 51 157  47 810  50 232 Personnel costs 4,6  569 343  540 415  530 593 

 7 141  7 517  6 150 Ordinary depreciation / amortisation 7  43 637  37 710  34 350 

 39 668  40 772  48 780 Other operating expenses 4,5  262 258  220 128  246 327 

98 086 96 099 105 166 Total operating expenses 1 227 768 1 155 711 1 166 743

 (19 909) (19 749)  (23 068) Operating profit (loss) 9 067 44 240 9 520

Financial income and expenses

23 600 24 842 42 870 Income from investments in subsidiaries 8,9 0 0 0

 (7 678)  (7 955)  (9 332) Interest paid to other group companies 0 0 0

2 587 2 255 2 684 Interest income  3 685  3 214  3 268 

92 932 361 Other financial income 18  14 139  6 331  10 806 

0  (5 852)  (7 303) Impairment of financial assets 8  (4 000)  (2 050) (805)

0 0  (1 149) Interest expenses  (1 250)  (57)   (138)

 (880)  (1 321)  (2 722) Other financial expenses 18  (16 074)  (11 586)  (11 828)

17 722 12 901  25 409 Net financial items  (3 500)  (4 148) 1 304

  

 (2 187)  (6 848) 2 341  Profit (loss) before tax 5 567 40 092 10 823

504 164  (2 890) Tax expense (-)/income 12  (13 726)  (16 055) 16 634 

 (1 683)  (6 685)  (550) Profit (loss) for the year (8 159) 24 038 27 457

The minority interests’ share of the profit  
(loss) for the year 1 256 1 115 1 581

The majority interests’ share of the profit 
(loss) for the year (9 415) 22 923 25 876

Transfers and allocations:

6 775 13 675 8 702 Proposed dividend

 (8 458)  (20 360)  (9 252) Transferred to/(from) other equity

 (1 683)  (6 685)  (550)

PRoFit anD loss accoUnt
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NhST MEDIA GROuP AS Figures in NOK 1 000 GROuP

2011 2012 2013 ASSETS Note 2013 2012 2011

Fixed assets

Intangible assets:

 6 414  8 902  9 261 Other intangible assets 7  42 635  40 628  43 606 

 3 485  3 648  3 201 Deferred tax assets 12 7 031 16 857 29 624 

0 0 0 Goodwill 7  94 829  46 013  54 687 

9 899 12 551 12 462 144 494 103 497 127 912

Tangible fixed assets:

 16 551  14 104  15 727 Fixtures, fittings, vehicles,  
office machinery, etc

7  26 681  23 756  27 664 

Financial fixed asset:

 184 065  178 416  167 641 Investments in subsidiaries 8 0 0 0 

 5 393  5 393  1 393 Investments in other shares 9  1 393  5 393  7 444 

877 899 2 710 Pension assets 6  43 889  30 569  23 465 

 5 953  5 816  5 816 Other long-term receivables 10  7 983  10 276  10 603 

 6 427  1 946  9 174 Inter-company loan 10 0 0 0 

202 714 192 470 186 735 53 265 46 239 41 512 

229 164 219 124 214 923 Total fixed assets 224 441 173 492 197 093

Current assets Inventories:

0 0 0 Inventories  23 390  16 497  20 259 

Receivables:

751 31 18 Trade account receivables 10  118 677  122 419  124 604 

 100 657  106 477  142 964 Inter-company receivables 10 0 0 0 

 6 804  12 417  12 505 Other short-term receivables  30 448  22 239  21 677 

108 212 118 925 155 487  149 125  144 658  146 281 

Cash and cash equivalents:

 102 031  119 247  114 041 Cash and bank deposits 11  190 362  204 733  160 466 

210 243 238 172 269 528 Total current assets 362 877 365 888 327 006 

439 407 457 296 484 451 TOTAL ASSETS 587 318 539 380 524 098 

BalancE shEEt as at 31 DEcEmBER
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NhST MEDIA GROuP AS Figures in NOK 1 000 GROuP

2011 2012 2013 EquITy AND LIABILITIES Note 2013 2012 2011

Equity

Paid in capital:

12 879 12 879 12 879 Share capital 13,16 12 879 12 879 12 879 

 (448)  (448)  (448) Own shares 13 (448) (448) (448)

50 551 50 551 50 551 Share premium reserve 13  50 551  50 551  50 551 

62 983 62 983 62 983 62 983 62 983 62 983 

 Retained earnings:

43 916 23 555 14 304 Other equity 13  49 426  62 643  53 842 

0 0 0 Minority interest 13  15 156  19 678  18 561 

106 899 86 538 77 287 Total equity 127 565 145 304 135 387 

Liabilities

Non current liabilities:

3 101 3 587 5 513 Pension liabilities 6 14 494 13634 12 061 
0 0 0 Deferred tax 14  3 964 2 528  2 156 

3 101 3 587 5 513  18 458  16 162  14 218 

Current liabilities:

 5 268  3 285  3 226 Trade accounts payable  44 246  38 956  45 664 

0 0 0 Advance payments from customers  212 952  210 435  208 163 

 307 399  340 388  325 330 Inter-company liabilities 15 0 0 0 

0 0 2 443 Income tax payable 12  3 900  3 287  3 948 

 3 675  3 780  4 141 Unpaid govt. charges and special taxes 11 41 010 42 054 40 173 

6 775 13 675 8 702 Accrued dividend 13 8 702 13 675 6 775 

0 0 50 000 Debt to financial institutions 14 50 000 0 0

 6 290  6 045  7 810 Other current liabilities  80 486  69 807  69 771 

 329 407  367 171  401 651 441 296 377 914 374 494  

332 508 370 758 407 164 Total liabilities 459 754 394 076 388 711 

439 407 457 296 484 451 TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES 587 318 539 380 524 098  

Oslo, 24 April 2014

BalancE shEEt as at 31 DEcEmBER

Anette S. Olsen
ChAIRMAN

Erik Must Aase Gudding Gresvig

Gunnar Bjørkavåg
CEO

Carl Joachim Berner

Espen LinderudChristian AndvikRichard Olav Aa Frank Jansen
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NhST MEDIA GROuP AS Figures in NOK 1 000 GROuP

2011 2012 2013 2013 2012 2011

CASH FLOW FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES

 (2 187)  (6 848) 2 341 Profit before tax 5 567 40 092 10 823 

 (3 338) 0 0 Tax paid  (3 287)  (4 534)  (7 530)

0  (305)  (95) Gain on sale of operating assets  (708)  (1 220)  (1 185)

7 141 7 517 6 150 Ordinary depreciation 43 637 37 710 34 350

 (23 600)  (24 842)  (42 870) Income from investments in subsidiaries 0 0 805

0 5 852 7 303 Impairment of financial assets 4 000 0 0

0 0 0 Changes in inventories  (6 893) 3 762  (120)

79 720 13 Changes in trade accounts receivable 3 742 2 185  (25 383)

 (282)  (1 983)  (59) Changes in trade accounts payable 5 290  (6 708) 8 191 

0 0 0 Changes in advances from customers 2 517 2 273 14 115 

241 463 115 Net cash contribution to pension plans  (12 460)  (5 532)  (1 423)

0 0 0 Translation differences  (870)  (444) 173 

314  (5 756) (13 020) Changes in other accruals and liabilities 7 454 3 667 1 028

(21 633) (25 181) (40 122) Net cash flow from operating activities 47 989 71 253  33 844

CASH FLOW FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES

0 505 555 Cash from sale of assets 579 1 872 2 122 

0 0 79 000 Cash return from other investments 0 2 150 0 

 (8 495) (7 758) (8 592) Purchase of tangible fixed assets  (29 173)  (21 825)  (23 876)

 (32 077) 28 410 (25 686) Group internal financing 0 0 0 

50 772 23 600 24 842 Payment of group contributions and dividend 0 0 0

(24 800) (203)  (71 528) Share investments in subsidiaries  (71 528)  (3 104)  (48 254)

0 0 0 Other investments  0 0 (51)

(14 600) 44 553 (1 409) net cash flow from investing activities  (100 122)  (20 908) (70 059)

CASH FLOW FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES

 (9 647)  (6 775)  (13 675) Payment of dividend  (13 675)  (6 775)  (9 647)

0 0 0 Amount received as new equity from minority 0 0 0 

15 996 4 618 50 000 Group contribution and dividend received 51 436 698 10 243 

6 349 (2 157) 36  325 Changes in other financial items       37 761  (6 077) 596

Net cash flow from financing activities

(29 884) 17 216 (5 206) Net change in cash and cash equivalents (14 372) 44 268 (35 619)

131 915 102 031 119 247 Cash and cash equivalents held 1.1 204 734 160 466 196 085 

102 031 119 247 114 041 Cash and cash equivalents held 31.12 190 362 204 734 160 466

cash Flow statEmEnt
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The annual accounts have been prepared in  
accordance with the Accounting Act of 1998 
and generally accepted accounting principles 
in Norway.

CONSOLIDATION PRINCIPLES
NHST Media Group AS (NHST) is a holding 
company that provides administrative services 
to all its subsidiaries. 

The consolidated accounts include NHST and 
subsidiaries in which NHST owns, directly or  
indirectly, more than 50 % of the share capital. 
All the Group companies adhere to the same 
accounting principles. All significant transactions 
and inter-company balances between compa-
nies in the Group have been eliminated. Invest-
ments in associated companies are accounted 
for according to the equity method. 

Foreign subsidiaries’ profit and loss accounts 
are translated using the average exchange rate 
for the period, while the balance sheet is trans-
lated at the exchange rate applicable on the 
balance sheet date. Translation differences are 
recognised through equity.

Shares in subsidiaries are eliminated in the 
 consolidated accounts using the acquisition 
method. This means that the acquired company’s 
identified assets and liabilities are valued at  
their fair value on the acquisition date and any 
remaining surplus price is classified as good-
will. For partly owned subsidiaries, only NHST’s 
share of the goodwill is included in the balance 
sheet.

OPERATING REVENUES
Advertising revenues are recognised as income 
at the time the advertisements are published. 
They are recorded net of commissions, discounts 
and complaints. Subscription revenues are 
billed and paid in advance, but are recognised 
as income on a straight-line basis over the 
 subscription period. Income from the sale of 
goods and services is recognised as income 
when the goods is delivered. Income from 
 services provided is recognised in accordance 
with their delivery schedule.

The group has changed its accounting principle 
related to income recognition in Mynewsdesk 
in 2012 / 2010 and 2011 have been restated 
 accordingly to reflect this.

COST
Costs are recorded during the same period as 
the revenues associated with them. In those 
cases where there is no clear link between cost 
and revenue, costs are distributed according to 
 a discretionary criterion. 

ASSESSMENT AND CLASSIFICATION  
OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
Assets intended for permanent ownership or 
use are classified as fixed assets. Other assets 
are classified as current assets. Receivables  
falling due within one year are always classified 
as current assets. Similar criteria apply to the 
classification of current liabilities. 

Fixed assets are valued at their acquisition 
cost less depreciation but are written down  
to their fair value if the impairment in value is 
considered permanent. Fixed assets with a 
 limited useful economic life are subject to 
scheduled depreciation.

Current assets are recorded at the lower of  
their acquisition cost and fair value. Current 
 liabilities are recorded at the nominal amount 
received at the time the liability was established.

Certain items are assessed according to other 
rules, an account of which is given below:

INTANGIBLE ASSETS
The costs of creating intangible assets are  
capitalised in the balance sheet when it is  
more probable than not that a future financial 
benefit will accrue from the asset and when 
the cost can be measured reliably.

Intangible assets acquired individually are  
recorded at their acquisition price. Intangible 
assets acquired when a company is purchased 
are recorded at their acquisition cost when  
the criterion for capitalisation has been met. 
 Intangible assets with a limited useful economic 
life are subject to scheduled depreciation. In-
tangible assets are written-down to their fair 
value if the expected financial benefits are  
not at least equal to the value recorded in the  
balance sheet and any remaining production 
costs.

Ordinary depreciation of intangible assets:
Goodwill: 5 to 10 years
Other intangible assets: 3 to 10 years

The Company has chosen to amortise some of 
its goodwill over a period of more than 5 years. 
An amortisation period beyond 5 years is chosen 
to reflect the operations in the related subsidiary. 
Companies in a development phase will not 
reach their potential, return and cash flow  
within a 5 year period from the acquisition 
date. Thus, a longer amortisation period has 
been chosen to better reflect the operations. 

TANGIBLE FIxED ASSETS
Tangible fixed assets are depreciated over their 
expected useful economic life. Ordinary depre-
ciation follows a straight-line basis over the 
 following periods: 

vehicles: 5 years
Fixtures and office equipment: 5 to 10 years
IT equipment and systems: 3 to 5 years
Upgrade office premises: over the rental  
 period, note 7

SHARES IN SUBSIDIARIES
Investments in subsidiaries are valued according 
to the cost method. The investments are written 
down to their fair value if the impairment is 
considered permanent. Dividends and group 
contributions received from the subsidiaries 
are recorded as other financial income in the 
parent. 

Investments in jointly controlled entities are 
valued at cost in the parent company accounts 
(NHST Media Group AS) and according to the 
equity method in the consolidated financial 
statements. 

Other shares classified as fixed assets are 
 companies where NHST is deemed to have  
no significant influence and they are recorded  
in the balance sheet at their acquisition cost. 
These investments are written down to their 
fair value if the impairment is considered 
 permanent. Dividends received from the 
 companies are taken to income as other 
 financial income.

PENSIONS
When accounting for defined benefit pension 
plans, the liability is charged to expenses over 
the service period in accordance with the 
plan’s vesting formula. The allocation method 
corresponds to the plan’s vesting formula, unless 
most of the vesting takes place towards the end 

1 2notEs

NOTE 1  |  ACCOuNTING PRINCIPLES
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1 2 3 4notEs

           NhST     GROuP

2011 2012 2013 2013 2012 2011
0 0 0 Advertising 455 490 455 549 480 000 

0 0 0 Circulation 531 868 500 677 479 038 

0 0 0 Other sales income 228 004 221 275 201 997 

0 0 0 Total sales revenue 1 215 362 1 177 501 1 161 035 

0 305 95 Gain on sale of operating assets 699 1 220 1 185 

75 536 73 362 79 297 Sales to group companies 0 0 0 

0 0 0 Print media subsidy 5 776 6 051 6 053 

2 641 2 683 2 706 Other operating income 14 998 15 179 7 990 

78 177 76 350 82 098 Total other operating income 21 473 22 450 15 228 

NOTE 2  |  OPERATING REvENuE    Figures in NOK 1 000

of the service period, in which case straight-line 
accrual is used. 

Deviations in the estimates and effects of 
changes in the assumptions are amortised  
over the expected remaining service period  
to the extent that they exceed 10 % of the 
pension liabilities or the pension assets, 
whichever is the higher (corridor). The 
effect of changes to the pension plans with  
a retro active effect that are not conditional  
on  future employment is  included in the  
profit and loss account  immediately. Changes 
to plans with a retro active effect that are 
 conditional on  future employment are 
 amortised on a straight line basis over  
the period until the benefit is no longer  
conditional on future  employment. 

The net pension liability is the difference 
 between the present value of the pension 
 liabilities and the value of the pension assets 
that have been set aside as payment for the 
benefits. The pension assets are recognised  
at their fair value. The pension liabilities and 
pension assets are measured on the balance 
sheet date. 

Employers’ national insurance contributions 
are included in the figures and are calculated 
on the net actual under-financing. 

The Company’s ordinary pension plan gives all 
members the right to a future defined benefit. 
The final benefit depend on the  number of 
 service years, the salary level on the retirement 
date and an estimated benefit payable under 

the National Insurance Scheme, based on 
 current regulations. 

The group has accrued an Agreed Early 
 Retirement libaility for members already 
 entered into early retirement. The remaining  
liability is not accrued for in accordance with 
Norwegian practise since a fair valuation is 
 impossible.

Defined contribution plans are recorded 
based on a matching principle where 
 contributions are expensed as they are paid. 

The group has also accrued a pension liability 
related to defined benefits for certain  employees 
with salaries beyond 12G. The  liability is accrued 
based on the same base assumptions as the 
defined benefit plans. 

INVENTORIES
Inventories are recorded at the lower of their 
acquisition cost according to the FIFO method 
and their net sales value. 

TRADE ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE AND  
OTHER RECEIVABLES
Trade accounts receivable and other  
receivables are recorded in the annual  
accounts at their nominal value less a 
provision for future bad debts.

CASH AND BANk DEPOSITS 
Cash and bank deposits include cash, bank  
deposits and other means of payments with 
maturity less than 3 months.

CURRENCY HEDGING
The company calculates its exposure in 
 various currencies. Large, uncovered foreign- 
exchange positions are covered by entering 
into forward exchange contracts. Forward 
 exchange contracts are classified as hedges  
of future transactions and assets kept off  
the balance sheet.

FOREIGN CURRENCIES
Bank deposits, receivables and liabilities  
in foreign currencies are translated at the 
 exchange rate on the balance sheet date. 
 Prepaid subscriptions in foreign currencies  
are, as at 31 December recorded at a weighted 
average of the rate on the payment date and 
the forward exchange rate.

INCOME TAxES
Income tax is shown together with the  
accounting result before tax. Taxes linked  
to equity transactions are debited to equity.  
Taxes consist of taxes payable (tax on the 
year’s direct taxable income) and changes  
in net deferred tax. The tax cost is divided 
 between the profit on ordinary operations  
and the profit on extraordinary items in 
 accordance with its tax base. Deferred tax 
and deferred tax assets are presented net  
in the balance sheet.

Note 1 continued
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           NhST   GROuP
2011 2012 2013 2013 2012 2011

0 0 0 Cost of goods sold 59 026 69 165 62 005 

76 0 0 Printing costs 101 779 105 435 110 641 

0 0 0 Distribution costs 130 771 128 732 127 698 

45 0 4 Purchased content 60 954 54 125 55 128 

121 0 4 Total 352 530 357 457 355 473 

NOTE 3  |  COST Of GOODS AND SERvICES SOLD    Figures in NOK 1 000

NOTE 4  |  PERSONNEL COSTS AND REMuNERATION   Figures in NOK 1 000

            NhST    GROuP
2011 2012 2013 Personell costs 2013 2012 2011

35 231 33 941 36 811 Salaries 447 033 423 571 409 438 

5 897 5 686 6 331 National Insurance contributions 72 249 65 625 60 753 

4 155 2 879 1 471 Pension costs define benefit plans 14 640 21 384 25 413 

374 430 702 Pension cost contribution plans 5 900 4 851 4 747 

0 0 0 Pension costs – abroad 5 030 4 936 3 345 

5 500 4 875 4 918 Other benefits 24 492 20 048 26 898 

51 157 47 810 50 232 Total 569 343 540 415 530 593 

50 49 52 Average number of FTE 748 728 688 

Revenue by region:   

           NhST
2011 2012 2013 2013 2012 2011

78 177 76 350 82 098 Norway 878 492 859 667 864 594 

0 0 0 Rest Europe and Africa 228 665 198 831 186 588 

0 0 0 North- and South America 61 222 62 000 44 885 

0 0 0 Asia og Oceania 68 456 79 453 80 196 

78 177 76 350 82 098 Total 1 236 835 1 199 951 1 176 263 

Note 2 cont.
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fees paid to Deloitte AS and associated companies, exclusive of vAT, are allocated as follows:

              
            NhST

                 
    GROuP

2011 2012 2013 2013 2012 2011
198 250 270 Statutory audit 1 879 1 400 1 653 

0 0 0 Attestation services 46 44 77 

128 31 13 Tax services 193 185 313 

196 100 146 Other services 275 269 504 

522 381 429 Total 2 393 1 898 2 546

      NhST    GROuP
2012 2013 2013 2013 2012 2011

28 093 27 783 28 721 Office expenses 108 227 101 868 105 238 

617 123 736 Marketing 38 621 30 790 41 587 

0 0 0 Bad debt 8 510 3 697 1 262 

10 958 12 866 19 323 Other expenses 106 900 83 773 98 240 

39 668 40 772 48 780 Total 262 258 220 128 246 327 

NOTE 5  |  OThER OPERATING ExPENSES    Figures in NOK 1 000

           NhST GROuP
2011 2012 2013 Remuneration and fees 2013 2012 2011

945 945 945 Board remuneration 2 155 2 070 1 890 

4 716 4 162 4 050 Remuneration to the CEO 4 050 4 162 4 716 

The remuneration to the Chief Executive Officer includes a bonus, a company car and a pension premium. The total remuneration MNOK 4.05  
consits of MNOK 3.8 in salary and bonus, MNOK 0.15 in pension costs and MNOK 0,1 in other items. If dismissed by the employer, it has been 
agreed that the CEO is to receive up to 18 months’ salary. NHST has not granted any loans to or lodged any security on behalf of management  
or directors in 2013.

The fee to the chairman of the Board was NOK 185.000 and NOK 115.000 to each of the board members.  External members of the Boards  
in subsidiaries receive a fee for their services according to the size of the company. 

NOTE 4  |  PERSONNEL COSTS AND REMuNERATION CONT.    Figures in NOK 1 000

4 5 6notEs
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NOTE 6  |  PENSION COSTS, ASSETS AND LIABILITIES    Figures in NOK 1 000

According to the Norwegian Compulsory Company Pension Plan, any Norwegian company must provide a pension plan for its employees. 
All the concerned group companies have plans in accordance with the Act’s requirements. Nine of the companies have defined benefit plans  
of which 8 are closed plans only covering existing employees as of 1.1.2010 and 1 was closed as of 30.06.11. New employees are offered defined 
contribution plans. The remaining companies have defined contribution plans for its workforce. The group has also accrued a pension liability 
related to defined benefits for certain employees with salaries beyond 12G. The liability is accrued based on the same base assumptions as  
the defined benefit plans and covers up to 66% of salaries between 67 and 77 years.

Defined contribution plans:
The group has two differnt defined contribution plans for its employees in Norway. Nine companies have plans where the contribution is defined 
as 5 % of the wage between 1-6 G and 8 % of wage between 6-12 G. The remaining Norwegian employees are covered by a minimum contribu-
tion plan based on contributions of 2 % of the base salary. In both of the plans, there is a disabled insurance, covering 66 % of base salary when 
fully vested. Currently 201 employees are in contribution plans.

Defined benefit plans:
The defined benefit plans cover 33 employees and 7 pensioners in NHST and 251 employees in total for the group. In addition, there were 82 
 pensioners.

The liabilities and costs have been calculated based on the following assumptions: 

 2013 2012
Discount rate 4.4 % 4.2 %

Estimated return 4.4 % 4.0 %

Salary increase 3.9 % 3.5 %

Inflation and G (National Insurance basic amount) adjustment 3.5 % 3.25 %

Pension payment increase 1.5 % 1.5 %

Retirement rate for those under the age of 40 10.0 % 10.0 %

Retirement rate for the age class 40 to 55 5.0 % 5.0 %

Retirement rate for those over the age of 50 2.0 % 2.0 %

NhST GROuP

2013 2012 2013 2012

Pension cost related to the contribution plans 702 430 5 900 4 851 
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Net pension costs are made up as follows:
NhST GROuP

2013 2012 2013 2012
Interest cost on the accrued pension liability 1 339 1 512 9 316 11 209 

Social security tax 922 818 7 959 7 242 

Return on plan assets 189 225 1 306 1 806 

Amortised changes in pension plans (1 210) (712) (8 044) (6 944)

Amortised actuarial gains and losses (344) 399 2 081 5 065 

Payments from members 0 0 (19) (20)

Administration costs 158 152 1 180 1 454 

Net pension costs defined benfit plans 1 054 2 394 13 779 19 812 

Net pension cost on unfunded define benefit plans 417 485 860 1 572 

Net pension costs 1 471 2 879 14 640 21 834

Balance sheet as per 31 December:  
Estimated value of plan assets 37 176 27 792 227 367 192 258 

Employer’s National Insurance contributions on net liabilities (77) (53) (287) (1 169)

Estimated accrued pension liabilities (22 160) (20 396) (192 302) (190 118)

Estimated net pension assets (liabilities) 14 939 7 343 34 778 971 

 

Unrecognised changes in pension plans 0 0 0 0 

Unrecognised actuarial gains and losses (12 229) (6 444) 9 111 29 599 

Net balance sheet assets (liabilitiy) for defined benefit plans 2 710 899 43 889 30 569 

Net balance sheet (liability) for unfunded defined contribution plans (5 513) (3 587) (14 494) (13 634)

Net pension assets / (liability)  (2 803) (2 688) 29 395 16 936 

NhST GROuP

Other intangible  
assets Goodwill Goodwill

Other intangible  
assets

19 609 0 Acquisition cost 1.1 92 652 100 384

3 687 0 Additions 69 722 19 397

0 0 Disposals 2 000 650

23 296 0 Acquisition cost 31.12 160 374 119 131

14 035 0 Acc. amortisation 31.12 65 545 76 495

9 261 0 Book value 31.12 94 829 42 635

3 328 0 This year’s amortisation 18 906 16 418 

3 to 10 years 5 to 10 years Expected lifetime 5 to 10 years 3 to 10 years

Straight-line Straight-line Amotisation method Straight-line Straight-line

NOTE 7  |  fIxED ASSETS    Figures in NOK 1 000

NOTE 6  |  PENSION COSTS, ASSETS AND LIABILITIES CONT.  Figures in NOK 1 000

6 7notEs
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fixed assets:

NhST GROuP

Machinery  
and  

equipment fixtures

Art/
company 

cabin Total Total

Art/
company 

cabin fixtures

Machinery  
and  

equipement

25 989 11 466 4 355 41 810 Acquisition cost 1.1 87 507 4 586 16 031 66 890

3 185 2 199 0 5 384 Additions 11 785 0 2 456 9 329

479 0 0 479 Disposals 1 359 0 0 1 359

28 694 13 666 4 355 46 716 Acquisition cost 31.12 97 933 4 586 18 487 74 860

26 012 4 977 0 30 989 Acc. depreciation 31.12 71 251 0 6 020 65 231

2 683 8 689 4 355 15 727 Book value 31.12 26 681 4 586 12 467 9 629

1 406 1 416 0 2 822 This year's depreciation 8 313 0 1 888 6 425

0 0 0 0 This year's write downs 0 0 0 0

 
 3 to 5 years  Lease pe-

riod 
Expected lifetime  Lease 

period 
 3 to 5 years 

Straight-line Straight-line Depreciation method Straight-line Straight-line

GROuP GROuP

Goodwill specified by related company: Book value 31.12 Amortisation
2013 2012 2013 2012

Intrafish Media AS 6 523 10 224 3 688 3 700

Fiskeribladet Fiskaren AS 3 458 4 323 876 865

Smartcom Tv AS 1 959 5 932 3 973 2 728

Europower AS 1 968 3 543 1 575 1 575

Nautisk Forlag AS 11 565 13 878 2 313 2 313

Mynewsdesk AB 68 210 4 503 6 015 786

NHST Monde 252 505 253 253

Mynewsdesk GmbH 894 0 213 0

ddp Direct GmbH 0 3 104 0 0

Total 94 829 46 012 18 906 12 218

NOTE 7  |  fIxED ASSETS CONT.    Figures in NOK 1 000

Off balance sheet leasing agreements (Group) Period
Annual

leasing cost

Akerselva Atrium, Chr. Krohgsgt 16, Oslo (main office) 6 years 31 736 

The Riverwalk, 20 Upper Circular Road, Singapore 3 years 1 819 

Rosenlundsgatan 40, Stockholm 2 years 2 368 

Sandbrogaten 5-7, Bergen 6 years 1 308 

25 Farringdon Street, London 7 years 3 705 

1330 Aztec West Almondsbury, Bristol 4 years 309 

Other lease commitments variable 8 431 

Total 49 676
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Company
Acquisition 

date
Registered 

office

Ownership 
and % of 

votes
Acquisition 

cost
Book value

31.12 Equity 31.12
This year 

result
Subsidiary:

Dagens Næringsliv AS 01.01.91 Oslo 100,0 % 17 251 17 251 67 536 72 193 

Nautisk Forlag AS 01.01.64 Oslo 100,0 % 6 600 6 600 7 933 (5 495)

TradeWinds AS 09.01.85 Oslo 100,0 % 231 231 22 862 800 

TDN Dagens Næringsliv Nyhetsbyrå AS 01.01.91 Oslo 100,0 % 926 926 7 128 878 

Upstream AS 20.06.96 Oslo 100,0 % 10 200 10 200 7 447 (2 052)

NHST Media Group Asia Pte Ltd 09.09.97 Singapore 100,0 % 4 4 7 654 (909)

Europower AS 02.01.01 Oslo 100,0 % 4 808 4 808 5 839 (811)

Intrafish Media AS 01.03.01 Bergen 100,0 % 27 730 27 730 28 507 895 

Smartcom Tv AS 01.09.05 Oslo 100,0 % 31 534 9 000 4 190 (7 589)

Dagens Næringsliv Privat Økonomi AS 01.06.06 Oslo 100,0 % 125 125 72 (13)

Norges Handels og Sjøfartstidende AS 01.12.06 Oslo 100,0 % 230 230 74 (13)

NHST Monde Ltd 01.04.07 New Dehli 50,0 % 1 338 1 338 (519) (567)

Recharge AS 02.05.08 Oslo 100,0 % 115 4 365 120 (8 298)

Mynewsdesk AB 07.08.08 Stockholm 100,0 % 84 630 84 630 7 880 3 593 

NHST Germany GmbH 05.12.12 Leipzig 100,0 % 203 203 (9 714) (9 898)

Total 185 925 167 641  

The shares in Smartcom Tv was written down with TNOK 3 300 based on a valuation analysis of the company. As of 01.01.2013 the following 
companies have been merged with other group companies NHST Events AS, DN Nye Medier AS, Intrafish Custom Publishing AS.  
         

Subsidiary of Intrafish Media AS:

Eierselskapet Fiskeribladet Fiskaren AS 20.06.07 Bergen 66,6 % 13 104 13 104 42 253 288  

Subsidiary of Eierselskapet  
Fiskeribladet Fiskaren AS:

Fiskeribladet Fiskaren AS 01.03.01 Bergen 100,0 % 27 726 27 726 11 925 968

Subsidiary of Nautisk Forlag AS:  

Nautisk Forlag USA Inc. 13.12.11 New Orleans 100,0 % 19 812 19 812 1 510 2 709

Navicharts AS 06.11.00 Oslo 100,0 % 130 130 74 (13)

Nautical Charts Hong Kong Ltd 01.01.13 Hong Kong 100,0 % 1 1 (1 890) (1 890)

NOTE 8  |  INvESTMENTS IN SuBSIDIARIES   Figures in NOK 1 000

8 9notEs
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Company
Acquisition 

date
Registered 

office

Ownership 
and % of 

votes
Acquisition 

cost
Book value

31.12 Equity 31.12
This year 

result

Subsidiary of Europower AS:

Instream OY 01.04.07 Helsinki 100.0 % 7 731 7 731 111 424

Energi Forlag AS 10.09.07 Oslo 100.0 % 112 112 68 (13)

Subsidiary of NHST Asia Pte Ltd:

NHST India 01.06.11 New Dehli 100.0 % 0 0 (234) (39)

NHST Monde Ltd 01.06.11 New Dehli 50.0 % 374 374 (519) (567)

Subsidiary of Mynewsdesk AB:

Mynewsdesk AS 01.07.10 Oslo 100.0 % 99 99 714 248 

Mynewsdesk Aps 11.10.11 København 100.0 % 81 81 (9) 233 

Mynewsdesk Ltd 22.08.11 London 100.0 % 10 10 67 278 

Subsidiary of NHST Germany GmbH:

Mynewsdesk GmbH 20.09.13 Berlin 100.0 % 209 209 (1 270) (1 533)

NOTE 8  |  INvESTMENTS IN SuBSIDIARIES CONT.   Figures in NOK 1 000

The companies are annually analysed to assessed for impairment based on a net present value of estimated future cash flow basis.
No impairments were made in 2012. No writedowns have been carried out in the consolidated accounts for 2012. The subsidiaries  
of NHST Germany GmbH ddp direct GmbH and Newsmax GmbH were both put into receivership as per September 2013.  
         
The bankruptcies led to a TNOK 5 593 expense in the consolidated profit and loss statement, in addition to the operating loss up  
until September of TNOK 6 146.

The shares in Innholdsutvikling was written down with TNOK 4 000 in 2013.     

NOTE 9  |  OThER ShARE INvESTMENTS   Figures in NOK 1 000

Other long term investements:

NhST GROuP

Company Acquisition 
date

Registered 
office

Ownership Acquisition
cost

Book value
 31.12

Book value
 31.12

Innholdsutvikling AS 24.03.04 Oslo 17.5 % 5 359 1 359 1 359 

ADA Digital Annonsering AS 30.03.09 Oslo 3.0 % 2 050 0 0 

Other 34 34 

Total 1 393 1 393
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NOTE 10  |  RECEIvABLES    Figures in NOK 1 000

NhST GROuP

2011 2012 2013 2013 2012 2011

Accounts receivable:

751  31 18 Accounts receivable face value 125 752 126 558 127 946

0 0 0 Provisions for bad debt (7 075) (4 139) (3 343)

751 31 18 Book value accounts receivable 118 677 122 419 124 604

Receivables with due date beyond 12 months:

253 116 116 Deposits and other long term receivables  2 283  4 576  4 903 

5 700 5 700 5 700 Funds in NHST Pensjonskasse 5 700 5 700 5 700 

5 953 5 816 5 816 Total other long-term receivables 7 983 10 276 10 603 

6 427 1 946 9 174 Loans to other group companies 0  0 0 

12 380 7 762 14 990 
Total receivables with due date 
beyond 12 months 7 983 10 276 10 603 

2011 2012 2013 Short term inter-company receivables:

 23 600  27 927  46 392 Dagens Næringsliv AS

 47 971  47 862  66 378 Nautisk Forlag AS

 4 108  2 974  1 463 TradeWinds AS

0  87  134 TDN Nyhetsbyrå AS

0  762  1 413 Upstream AS

 510  185 0 NHST Media Group Asia Pte Ltd

 1 789  2 721  2 971 Europower AS

 374  500  114 Fiskeribladet Fiskaren AS

0  820  1 669 Intrafish Media AS

 9 776  8 801  11 035 Smartcom Tv AS

 12 435  13 780  11 274 Recharge AS

 93  58  121 Mynewsdesk AB

0 0  2 Nautisk Hong Kong Ltd

 100 657  106 477  142 964 Total

10 11 12notEs
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NhST GROuP
2011 2012 2013 Restricted cash deposits 2013 2012 2011
2 059 2 110 2 371 Employees’ tax deductions 18 853 16 395 16 671

0 0 133 Deposits 492 352 337

2 059 2 110 2 504 Total restricted cash deposits 19 345 16 747 17 008

NOTE 11  |  BANK DEPOSITS    Figures in NOK 1 000 

 NhST GROuP
 2011  2012 2013 This years tax cost consists of:  2013  2012  2011 

0 0 2 443 Tax payable 3 316 2 612 2 337 

0 0 0 Taxes payable abroad 584 675 1 611 

0 0 0 Tax on group contribution 0 0 0 

(504) (164) 329 Change in temporary differences 9 811 12 768 (20 582)

0 0 119 Net effect of changes in tax rates  14 0 0

0 0 0 Changes in previous years calculations 0 0 0

(504) (164) 2 890 Total tax costs 13 726 16 055 (16 634)

Income tax payable in the balance sheet: 

0 0 2 443 This year's annual tax cost 3 900 3 287 3 948

0 0 0 Corrections of previous years 0 0 0

0 0 0 Tax payable abroad 0 0 0

0 0 2 443 Tax payable on the balance sheet 3 900 3 287 3 948

From nominal tax rate to actual tax charges:

 (2 187) (6 848)  2 341 Net result before tax  5 567 40 092   10 823  

 (612) (1 917)  656 Nominal tax cost  1 559  11 226  3 030  

Tax effect of the following items: 

0 0 0 Amortisation of goodwill 4 963  2 904  1 972 

 108  118 72 Non deductible expenses 904  1 215  1 025 

0    (4) 0 Other non taxable income (1) (10)  (5) 

0 1 639 2 045 Impairment of investments 1 120  57  225 

0  0 0 Investments in jointly controlled entities 0  385  774 

0 0 0 Tax effects abroad 5 132  0 (23 741)

0 0 0 Changes in valuation of deferred tax losses 36 0 0 

0 0 119 Other items 14 277  85 

 (504) (164) 2 890 Net tax cost/(income) 13 726 16 055  (16 634) 

(23 %) (2 %) 123 % Effective tax rate 247 % 40 %  (154 %)

NOTE 12  |  TAxES    Figures in NOK 1 000
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NhST 
Share 

capital
Treasury

shares
Share pre-

mium reserve
Other 

equity Total
Equity as at 01.01 12 879 (448) 50 551 23 555  86 538  

Change in equity during the year:

Proposed dividend 0 0 0 (8 702) (8 702)

Net profit for the year 0 0 0 (550) (550)

Equity as at 31.12 12 879 (448) 50 551 14 304 77 287 

GROuP
Share 

capital
 Treasury

shares
Share pre-

mium reserve
Other 

equity
Minority  
interests Total

Shareholder’s equity as of 31.12.12 12 879 (448) 50 551 62 645 19 676 145 304 

Change in equity during the year:

Proposed dividend 0 0 0 (8 702) 0 (8 702)

Changed ownership in subsidiaries 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Change in minority shareholding 0 0 0 5 777 (5 777) 0 

Translation differences 0 0 0 (878) 0 (878)

Net profit for the year 0 0 0 (9 415) 1 256 (8 159)

Equity as at 31.12 12 879 (448) 50 551 49 427 15 155 127 565 

NOTE 12  |  TAxES CONT.    Figures in NOK 1 000

 Tax effect of temporary differences and tax losses carried forward: 

 NhST  GROuP 
 Change  2012  2013  2013  2012  Change 

535 (2 881) (2 346) Fixed assets (6 248) (7 043) 796 

0 0 0 Intangible assets (197) 80 (277)

(26) 0 (26) Taxable gain and loss positions (26) 0 (26)

0 0 0 Inventory (369) (329) (40)

0 0 0 Receivables (1 321) (725) (597)

(73) 0 (73) Accounting accruals (243) 0 (243)

(3) (753) (757) Pension 7 936 4 740 3 196 

0 0 0 Other items (5 595) (5 595) (13)

14 (14) 0 Loss carry forward (1 429) (8 168) 6 739 

448 (3 648) (3 201) Total (7 492) (17 041) 9 536 

0 0 0 Non capitalised tax losses  461  185  290 

448 (3 648) (3 201) Net deferred tax asset (-)/liability (7 031) (16 857) 9 826 

 Deferred tax assets have been capitalised based on expected future income.

NOTE 13  |  EquITy    Figures in NOK 1 000

12 13 14notEs
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Short-term inter-company debt

         NhST
2011 2012 2013

229 256 234 260 246 394 Dagens Næringsliv AS

35 423 42 570 44 071 TradeWinds AS

9 061 7 682 7 237 TDN Nyhetsbyrå AS

33 424 36 851 27 184 Upstream AS

0 7 339 NHST Media Group Asia Pte Ltd

234 18 988 0 Intrafish Media AS

0 0 0 Europower AS

0 0 1 Smartcom Tv AS

0 29 14 Recharge AS

0 1 67 Fiskeribladet Fiskaren AS

0 0 22 Nautisk Forlag AS

 307 399  340 388  325 330 Total

NOTE 14  |  LONG TERM DEBT    Figures in NOK 1 000

Other short term debt

         NhST        GROuP 
 2011  2012  2013  2013  2012  2011
3 991 4 100 4 548 Accrued holiday pay 35 869 33 316 34 074 

688 0 102 Accrued personnel costs 12 961 14 362 8 845 

0 0 0 Accrued distributions costs 371 666 6 689 

945 945 990 Accrued Board remuneration 2 232 2 120 1 890 

665 1 000 2 170 Other accrued costs 29 053 19 343 18 272 

 6 290  6 045 7 810 Total 80 486  69 807  69 771 

Long term debt: 
Europower’s Finnish subsidiary, Intstream, has a EUR 278 000 loan from TEKES, a governmental finance agency for technology firms. The  
interest rate is FIBOR less 1 %, but no lower than 3 %. The repayment schedule commence only when and if the company is profitable and  
has recovered any previous accumulated deficits. If the company for any reason is closed down, the loan included accumulated interest will  
be void. 

Short term debt:
Group cash pool and pledged security
As per 31.12 the group’s only material external financing element is a creditline of MNOK 100. As per 31.12 the groups has drawn down MNOK 50 
on the  credit line. The credit line has a floating interst rate. The parent company and its fully owned subsidiaries are jointly and severally liable 
for the credit line. The trade accounts receivables in Dagens Næringsliv AS are also pledged as collateral. All the bank accounts included in the 
corporate acoount system of the group is an intercompany balance between the parent company and the bank. All the fully owned companies  
of the group are jointly and separatly responsible for the credit facility.

The other companies are only participants in the corporate account system and has no relation to the bank from an accounting perspective.  
In the parent company’s financial statements the book value of the subsidiaries’ bank accounts is presented as an intercompany balance.
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NOTE 15  |  RELATED PARTIES   

The parent company, NHST Media Group AS, supplies IT and financial services to Group companies, which are invoiced according to services 
actually used. In addition, a share of overhead costs is charged based on the use of financial and IT services or the number of employees in the 
companies. 

NOTE 16  |  ShARE CAPITAL AND ShAREhOLDER INfORMATION    

The company’s share capital as at 31.12 was TNOK 12,879 (1, 287,925) shares each with a nominal value of NOK 10).  
There is only one share class. Each share carries one vote

Ownership structure
The 20 largest shareholders in NHST Media Group AS as of 31 December: NO. Of ShARES OwNERShIP

Must Invest AS 280 075 21.75 %

Citypassagen AS (Berner Gruppen AS) 236 988 18.40 %

Bonheur ASA 231 263 17.96 %

Ganger Rolf ASA 227 135 17.64 %

Fredrik Olsen AS 28 290 2.20 %

Fr Falck Frås AS 23 513 1.83 %

Sjøgress AS 23 167 1.80 %

Pareto AS 21 475 1.67 %

MP Pensjon PK 20 269 1.57 %

Pershing LLC  (NOM) 18 296 1.42 %

Røed Gunvor jorunn H 15 200 1.18 %

DNB Livsforsikring 14 144 1.10 %

Straen A/S 13 743 1,07 %

M&G Invest AS 11 152 0.87 %

Kavi AS 9 197 0.71 %

Oak Management AS 5 750 0.45 %

Sandberg, jon Rømer 3 639 0.28 %

Øie, Odd Reidar 3 201 0.25 %

Must, Annelise Altenburg 3 150 0.24 %

Amble investments AS 2 818 0.22 %

Total 20 largest shareholders 1 192 465 92,59 %

Total other shareholders 50 708 3.94 %

Shares owned by NHST 44 752 3.47 %

Total number of shares 1 287 925 100.0 %

15 16 17 18notEs
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NOTE 17  |  SuBSEquENT EvENTS     

NOTE 18  |  fINANCIAL DERIvATIvES

NOTE 16  |  ShARE CAPITAL AND ShAREhOLDER INfORMATION CONT.

Shares controlled directly or inderictly by members of the Board or their related parties:

Navn Position No. of shares Ownership
Anette S. Olsen * Chairman of the Board 458 398 35.59 %

Erik Must Board member 283 225 21.99 %

Aase Gudding Gresvig Board member 23 167 1.80 %

Gunnar Bjørkavåg CEO 11 152 0.87 %

* The number of shares related to Anette S. Olsen is based on the shares owned by Bonheur ASA og Ganger Rolf ASA where Anette S. Olsen is 
CEO.

        31.12.13                31.12.12
uSD NOK uSD NOK

Nominal value 9 660 000 11 037 000 

Unrecognised gains/(losses) 574 104 2 223 903

 

EuRO NOK EuRO NOK
Nominal value 6 218 000 6 712 000 

Unrecognised gains/(losses) (534 558) 474 095

There are no subsequent events to report related to the 2013 accounts.

In november 2013 NHST Media Group AS entered into forward exchange contracts on behalf of TradeWinds, Upstream, Recharge and Intrafish 
Media with due dates from 2 to 14 months. The contracts relates to sales of 25 – 70 % of the companies gross sales revenues in USD and EUR.  
The method is changed from last year when a percentage of net currency cash flows were hedged. 

The forward exchange rates were in the interval [6,1035 , 6,1725] in 2014 as against [5,7360 , 5,8030] i 2013. for the USD/NOK. The corresponding  
interval for EUR/NOK was [8.2435, 8.3430] in 2014 against  [7.7936, 7.8807] in 2013. 
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59°19’30’N 18°04’00’Ø

stockholm

Island by island,  
beach by beach
Eight different islands provide eight different perspectives on Stockholm 
– and  a fantastic run.  

Stockholm consists of 14 different islands, Each island has its own grammar, its own routines and its 
own social conventions. Södermalm, the bohemian enclave, has its bespectacled and retired alcoholics; 
Skeppsholmen has its wooden boat builders and art academy students; Gamla Stan has its ceramicists 
and souvenir sellers; and Djurgården has its yacht owners and fairground workers.

With the exception of a few monomaniac Södermalm tourists, visitors often visit several of these islands 
while staying in Stockholm. This can provide them with a fairly general impression, although it will never 
be completely satisfactory. On the other hand, visiting the islands on foot in less than an hour will 
provide visitors with a completely different picture of Stockholm. It will tie everything together and place 
individual impressions in context so that you will end up thinking that that you have obtained a complete 
picture of the whole city.

Text by Erik Møller Solheim // Published in D2, 2013
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 52°31’12’N 13°22’48’Ø

berlin

12
ADMINISTRATIvE DISTRICT

GLOBAL INSIGHT 

LOCAL PRESENCE 

Then we take Berlin
Immortalised in song by Leonard Cohen in ‘First We Take Manhattan’, Berlin is one of Europe’s leading 
tourist destinations. The city, which has been razed and rebuilt several times, has a history going back 
to the 13th century. In the 1990s it went by the dubious nickname of ‘the world’s largest building site’. 
Today, Berlin is Germany’s largest city and an important centre for European politics, culture and sci-
ence. People from 180 nations live there, creating an urban melting pot.

Berlin lies at the centre of an extensive network of canals and is Germany’s second largest canal port. 
There are three canals in Berlin used for shipping. After World War II, West Berlin became one of the 
most important industrial cities in West Germany, and today the city is a key centre for the electrical 
and engineering industries.

3.4 mill 3 785
INHABITANTS INHABITANTS PER M2
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NHST Media Group AS (NHST) is an 
unlisted company, but transactions are 
supervised by Norges Fondsmeglerforbund 
and the market value of the share is pub-
lished on the NOTC list every day. The 
share is publicly and freely traded, but 
there is very limited trading in the share. 
The last transaction before year end was 
made at NOK 400 versus NOK 550 at the 
same time in 2011.

The company’s 10 largest shareholders  
re listed under Note 16 to the financial 
statements. The 10 largest shareholders 
control 86.2% of the share capital. There  
is issued 1 287 926 shares, of which  
NHST owns 44 752 shares. Remaining  
outstanding shares are 1 243 174.  

The company’s VPS registrar is DNB ASA, 
Selskapsservice, Dronning Eufemias gate 
30, N-0191 Oslo. The VPS register number 
is ISIN NO 0005007807. NHST is releasing 
its quarterly results both through OTC and 
on its homepage: www.nhst.com.

NHST follows the Norwegian Code of 
 Practice for Corporate Governance as 
described more thoroughly in the Board  
of Directors Report. Due to the size of  
the company it has not been viewed as 
 necessary to form subcommittees in the 
Board beyond a compensation committee. 
The company’s Articles of association states 
that the Board must accept and condone all 
transfers of shares which is not in line with 
the Code of Practise article 4.  

The Board of Directors consists of 8  
members, of which 5 are elected by the 
shareholders. The members are elected  
for a period of 2 years, and respectively  
2 and 3 members are elected each year.  

Dividends for 2012 amounted to NOK 11 
per share and were paid out in June 2013. 
There is now a proposal for the annual 
General Assembly to pay out NOK 7 per 
share, in dividends for 2013. Moreover,  
the company wishes over time to give its 
shareholders the best possible return on 
their investment through increased share 
price and dividends.
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Every business depends on good relations 
to succeed. A good reputation and good 
financial development are prerequisites 
for building and maintaining confidence 
among important target groups such  
as shareholders, customers, employees, 
suppliers, joint venture partners and 
public authorities. This is conditional 
on a company being managed in 
accordance with good control and 
 management mechanisms. Open, honest 
communication and equal treatment  
of the company’s shareholders are also 
important when it comes to increasing 
shareholder’s assets and inspiring 
 confidence. 

The NHST Media Group seeks to follow 
the recommendations of the Oslo Stock 
Exchange with regard to good corporate 
governance and company management 
in order to safeguard such circumstances 
wherever possible. 

An account of central factors and any 
non-conformance follows. 

The company has annual rolling four-
year strategic plans, an annual budget 
and comprehensive rules relating to 
journalistic activities, and also provides 
supplementary information in its 
annual report about other matters 
 relating to corporate governance and 
company management. In addition,  
the company has rules for the Board  
of Directors and the CEO. 

ACTIvITIES
NHST Media Group AS is a holding 
company for a number of media and 
media-related companies within the 
Group. NHST also runs the Nautical 
Charts business area which distributes 
charts and publications to the maritime 
industry. 

This company’s objects clause states 
that NHST “is an independent media 
house tasked primarily with publishing 
trade publications and associated activi-
ties for the main purpose of promoting 
the interests of trade and industry.”

The Group’s other aims and strategies 
are presented in the Annual Report. 

EquITy AND DIvIDENDS 
NHST Media Group AS has a share  
capital of NOK 12.879.250. Equity 
stood at NOK 77.2 million at the end  
of the year, i.e. an equity ratio of 16 %. 
The equity ratio for the group was 22 %.

Holdings of own shares remained 
unchanged in 2013. Holdings consist 
of 44,752 own shares. 

NHST endeavours to be financed 
through equity and aims to offer 
a  competitive return on its shares in 
the form of price rises and dividends. 
When assessing the size of dividends, 
the Board of Directors attaches impor-
tance to the company’s dividend capac-
ity, its requirements for adequate equity 
and the need to have sufficient financial 
resources for future developments. The 
company has defined its strategy to 
reflect the fact that over time  dividends 
should represent 30 % of its normalised 
profits after tax. 

The General Meeting has given the 
Board two proxies to increase share  
capital under specific circumstances. 
The proxies stand for a duration of  
one year lasting up until the next  
Ordinary General Meeting.

The Board of NHST Media Group AS 
has been authorised “on behalf of the 
company” to acquire the company’s 
own shares with a total face value of up 
to NOK 1.287.925, which is equivalent 
to 10 % of the company’s share capital.

The Board of NHST Media Group AS 
has been authorised to increase the 
company’s share capital by up to 
NOK 1.287.925.

No shares were issued in 2013 and  
no issues have been proposed. 

EquAL TREATMENT Of ShARE-
hOLDERS AND TRANSACTIONS 
wITh RELATED PARTIES
There is just one class of shares and 
each share carries one vote at the  
General Meeting. 

When authorising capital expansion, 
the Board has granted an exception 
from the shareholders’ preferential 
rights to acquire new shares under 
 Section 10-4 of the Act relating to 
 (Private) Limited Companies (Norway). 

No known shareholders’ agreements  
or business agreements exist with 
related parties.

fREE TRANSfERABILITy
The shares are freely negotiable, 
though the Board of Directors may 
refuse to allow a share transfer when 
such is warranted. The right to refuse 

consent for the acquisition of shares is 
based on the need for editorial and 
commercial independence.

GENERAL MEETING
The company’s General Meeting is 
open to all approved shareholders  
and all approved shares carry equal 
voting rights. All shareholders who  
are registered with the Norwegian 
 Central Securities Depository (VPS) 
receive notice to attend meetings and 
they are entitled to submit proposals 
and to vote either directly or by proxy. 
It is not possible to attend and/or vote 
via the Internet. 

Notice to attend the General Meeting 
shall take place in accordance with  
the minimum deadline stipulated in 
the Act relating to (Private) Limited 
Companies (Norway) and by no later 
than 8 days prior to the date of the 
General Meeting, in accordance with 
the company’s Articles of Association. 

Documents for the General Meeting, 
including the Election Committee’s 
 recommendations, shall be sent to the 
shareholders by no later than one week 
prior to the General Meeting. Importance 
is attached to the documents contain-
ing the information necessary for 
ensuring that the shareholders are able 
to make decisions about the business 
contained on the agenda. 

According to the Articles of Association, 
the Chairman of the Board of Directors 
chairs the General Meeting.

NOMINATION COMMITTEE
The company’s Articles of Association  
do not contain any provisions about 
the Election Committee. For reasons  
of convenience, the Election Committee 
is elected by the members of the Board. 
It consists of Anette S. Olsen and Erik 
Must. 

CORPORATE ASSEMBLy AND 
BOARD Of DIRECTORS COMPOSI-
TION AND INDEPENDENCE 
NHST Media Group AS does not have 
a corporate assembly.

The NHST Media Group aims to balance 
the composition of its Board of Directors 
so that it takes into account the exper-
tise, experience and background of  
the company’s activities and represents 
the composition of its shareholders. 
The company’s management is not 
 represented on the Board of Directors. 
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The Board of Directors normally con-
sists of five representatives elected by 
the shareholders. All representatives 
are elected for two years at a time on 
a rotating basis. In 2013 three of the 
Board Members elected by the share-
holders had direct or indirect share-
holdings in the company (see Note 16). 
Two of the shareholder’s representatives 
on the Board are completely independent 
of the main shareholders. 

The Board elects its chairman and dep-
uty chairman. None of the Board mem-
bers have significant business relations 
with the company apart from being 
shareholders. There are no family ties 
with the General Manager or other 
 senior employees. 

ThE wORK Of ThE BOARD
The company held eight Board Meetings 
in 2013 and regularly receives a group 
reporting package containing financial 
information about the group and its 
individual companies. The Board also 
regularly receives management’s com-
ments on developments  during the year. 

The company’s strategy is discussed  
on a broad basis at an extended Board 
meeting every year. There is also a  
rolling review of subsidiaries at 
 individual Board meetings. 

The Board evaluates its work on an 
annual basis and Board instructions 
have been drawn up relating to the 
work of the Board. 

The Board has a sub-committee. The 
Compensation Committee  consists of 3 
Board members, Anette S. Olsen, Erik 
Must and Aase Gudding Gresvig.

RISK MANAGEMENT AND 
INTERNAL CONTROL
The Group is exposed to various differ-
ent risks associated with its ordinary 
operations, but given the nature of the 
business run by the Group, the most 
important risks are primarily financial 
ones. The management prepares operat-
ing reports for the Board on a regular 
basis, and the Group’s general risk 
 profile is discussed by the Board in 
 connection with its annual meeting 
with the auditor.

In the short term the greatest risks 
involved are the unpredictable nature  
of the advertising market, technical 
operational disruptions and distribution. 
The Group therefore has comprehensive 

systems in place for monitoring and 
dealing with such situations. 

The Group is exposed to risks associated 
with operations in several foreign curren-
cies. These risks are assessed  regularly, 
and the Group also has a fixed policy 
designed to hedge certain aspects of its 
currency exposure by using currency 
futures based on anticipated cash flow 
12 months in advance with effect from 
the turn of the year. Hedging as at 
31 December is described in detail in  
the notes to the accounts. 

The Group has a relatively broad 
 customer portfolio and therefore  
runs a credit risk on these customers. 
In the Norwegian market the Group 
has hedged its largest individual cus-
tomers by taking out credit insurance. 
The majority of the Group’s activities 
are included under a common Group 
account scheme in respect of which 
cash flow management is a key aspect.

The Group’s profit/loss liabilities  
have been decentralised in line with  
its  governance model and its 5 business 
areas. There is a central finance function, 
but several financial tasks have been 
decentralised and are handled down  
the line. Monthly profit/loss reports  
are prepared centrally and follow-up  
is received from the boards of group 
subsidiaries and external board  
members and as a result of in-house 
evaluation processes.

REMuNERATION Of ThE  
BOARD Of DIRECTORS
The remuneration of Board members  
is determined annually for the next 
12 months by the General Meeting. In 
2013 the total amount of remuneration 
paid to the Board amounted to 
NOK 945.000. 

In May 2013 the General Meeting  
fixed directors’ remunerations at 
NOK 180. 000 for the Chairman  
of the Board of Directors and 
NOK 115.000 for each of the other 
Board members (reduced in  
proportion to attendance at Board  
meetings).

Performance-related directors’ fees 
are not used. 

REMuNERATION Of ThE 
ExECuTIvE MANAGEMENT
The Group attaches importance 
to being an attractive employer. 
The  company is keen to attract  

skilled employees with  relevant 
 experience. The company  therefore 
aims to have a competitive remune-
ration system. The company’s 
 executives receive performance-
based  salaries. 

The structure of the Group’s compen-
sation model is discussed by the Board  
or the Compensation Committee on 
a regular basis. 

INfORMATION AND  
COMMuNICATIONS
The NHST Media Group endeavours  
to provide good, correct information 
externally every quarter, with informa-
tion being given to shareholders on  
an equal basis. Reports and messages  
are available on NHST’s website  
at www.nhst.no and in the OTC  
messaging system. 

The company does not make any specific 
assumptions about future turnover and 
profits/losses. The shares of NHST are 
listed on the OTC lists (stockbrokers’ 
list of unlisted shares and share prices 
are listed daily under “Børs og marked” 
in Dagens Næringsliv, in financial 
 publications and on the OTC.

The financial calendar on NHST’s 
 website is updated on an annual basis.

COMPANy TAKEOvER
The company’s Articles of Association 
contain no defence mechanisms designed 
to protect it againstany potential take-
over offers and nor have any guidelines 
been drawn up on how the company 
would respond to any take-over bids.

AuDITOR
The Group uses the same firm of 
accountants for all its subsidiaries in 
all the markets where it is active and 
where auditing is a statutory require-
ment, with the exception of Finland. 
The overall auditing quote is discussed 
and approved by the Board of Directors. 

The auditor is not used as a consultant 
for strategic matters. The CFO approves 
any consultancy assignments. 

The auditor attends Board meetings  
at which the annual accounts are 
 discussed and has also attended 
a Board meeting which was not 
attended by the management.

The auditor’s fee is reported at the 
Annual General Meeting and is also 
explained in the notes to the accounts.
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shanghai

Oriental pearl
Shanghai is one of the busiest ports in the world. From ancient times this port, which is located  
on the shores of the Huangpu River – both in the centre of the city and outside where it joins the  
Yangtze – has been one of the most important ports in China for maritime, river and canal traffic.  
The city has also constructed a new, modern port out in the Hangzhou Bay.

Pudong, a new, modern district which was built after 1992 on the eastern banks of the Huangpu River, 
has some of the world’s tallest skyscrapers. It also has Shanghai’s most famous building and symbol, 
the Oriental Pearl TV Tower, which is a futuristic tall tower with spherical features. The Shanghai Tower, 
the second tallest building in the world, was completed in August 2013 and has 128 stories spread across 

a height of approx. 632 metres.
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NhST MEDIA GROuP

Christian Krohgs gate 16
Postboks 1182, Sentrum
N-0107 Oslo, Norway
Tel +47 22 00 10 00
www.nhst.no

 DAGENS NÆRINGSLIv

DAGENS NÆRINGSLIv

Christian Krohgs gate 16
Postboks 1182, Sentrum
N-0107 Oslo, Norway
annonse@dn.no
kundeservice@dn.no
redaksjonen@dn.no
Tel +47 22 00 10 00
Fax adm. +47 22 00 10 10 
Fax red. +47 22 00 11 10
Fax abo. +47 22 00 10 60
Fax annonse +47 22 00 10 70
www.avis.dn.no

DN OffICES

Kristiansand
Tordenskioldsgate 9
N-4612 Kristiansand, Norway
Tel red. +47 38 07 13 00
Fax red. +47 38 07 08 30

Stavanger
Ryfylkegt. 13, PO Box 1538
N-4014 Stavanger, Norway
Tel red. +47 51 51 10 10
Fax red. +47 51 85 81 10

Tromsø
Fredrik Langesgt 13
Postboks 773
N-9258 Tromsø, Norway
Tel red. +47 77 66 56 65

TDN

Christian Krohgs gate 16
Postboks 1182, Sentrum
N-0107 Oslo, Norway
Tel +47 22 00 10 00
Tel red. +47 22 00 11 55
Fax red. +47 22 00 11 56
Tel salg +47 22 00 12 06
Fax salg +47 22 00 10 83
finans@tdn.no
marked@tdn.no
www.tdn.no DIRECT RELATIONS

 DIRECT RELATIONS

MyNEwSDESK

Rosenlundsgatan 40
118 53 Stockholm, Sweden
Tel +46 (0) 8 644 89 50
Fax +46 (0) 8 642 75 05
Twitter: @Mynewsdesk
www.mynewsdesk.com

Oslo
Christian Krohgs gate 16
N-0107 Oslo, Norway
Tel +47 22 00 10 19

helsinki
Korkeavuoren 30A 
00130 Helsinki, Finland 
Tel +358 44 09 09 095

Copenhagen
Havnegade 39 
1058 Copenhagen, Denmark 
Tel +45 77 99 32 79

Singapore
20 Upper Circular Road
The Riverwalk 04-04 
Singapore 058416 
Tel +65 9735 1880

London
11th Floor
25 Farringdon Street
EC4A 4AB
London,
United Kingdom
Tel +44 (0) 20 7029 5700

Leipzig
Hainstrase 20-24
04109 Leipzig

Berlin
Ritterstrase 12-14
10969 Berlin

umeå
Storgatan 50
903 26 Umeå
Tel +46 706-157 190

Malmø
Stora Varusgatan 6A
211 19 Malmø
Tel +46 40-608 4700

Gøteborg
Drottninggatan 69
411 07 Gøteborg
Tel +46 31-352 6500

 GLOBAL

TRADEwINDS

Oslo
Christian Krohgs gate 16
Postboks 1182 Sentrum
0107 Oslo, Norway 
Tel +47 22 00 12 00
Fax +47 22 00 12 10 

London
11th Floor
25 Farringdon Street
EC4A 4AB
London,
United Kingdom
Tel +44 (0) 20 7029 4150
Fax +44 (0) 20 7029 4199

TRADEwINDS OffICES

Athens
Michalakopoulou 29  
GR 115 28 Athens, Greece 
Tel +30 210 724 5541
Fax +30 210 724 9508

Bergen
Bontelabo 2,  
5003 Bergen, Norway 
Tel +47 55 30 22 38
Fax +47 55 30 22 39

Singapore
20 Upper Circular Road
The Riverwalk 04-04 
Singapore 058416 
Tel +65 6557 0555
Fax +65 6557 0444

Stamford
Marine Building East 
70 Seaview Avenue, Stamford 
CT 06902, USA 
Tel +1 203 324 2994
Fax +1 203 324 3368 

Shanghai
Rm 2504, 25F, Hong Yi Plaza, 
No 288 Jiu Jiang Road, 
Huangpu District, 
Shanghai 200001, China
Tel: +86 21 6329 6301 
Fax: +86 21 6329 6307 

uPSTREAM

Christian Krohgs gate 16
Postboks 1182 Sentrum
N-0107 Oslo, Norway

Tel red./salg +47 22 00 13 00
Fax red. +47 22 00 13 05
Fax salg +47 22 00 13 10
sales@upstreamonline.com
editorial@upstream.com
www.upstreamonline.com
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uPSTREAM OffICES

London
11th Floor
25 Farringdon Street
EC4A 4AB
London,
United Kingdom
Tel +44 (0) 20 7029 4150
Fax +44 (0) 20 7029 4197

Calgary
3307B-15 Street SW
Calgary, Alberta
T2T 4A2
Canada
Tel +1 403 455 0405

Ghana
Silicon House
PO BOX 0641
Ouu Accra, Ghana
Tel editorial +233 212 38 326

houston
5151 San Felipe, Suite 1440
Houston, TX 77056, USA
Tel editorial +1 713 626 3113
Fax editorial +1 713 626 8134
Tel sales +1 713 626 3113
Fax sales +1 713 626 8125

Moscow
Tel editorial +7 926 203 2233

Rio de janeiro
Rua da Assembleia 93 - Sala 1602
Centro, Rio de Janeiro, RJ-20.011-001
Brazil

Perth
17 Chorus Circle
Atwell, Western Australia
6164 Australia
Tel: +61 412 577 266
 
New Delhi
Flat 309A, Mahagun Mosaic Phase 2
Sector-4, Vaishali
Ghaziabad-201010, Uttar Pradesh
India
Tel: +91 9810 859 920
 
Shanghai
Rm 2504, 25F, Hong Yi Plaza, No 288
Jiu Jiamg Road
Huangpu District, Shanghai 200001
China
Tel: +86 216 329 6311

Singapore
20 Upper Circular Road
The Riverwalk 04-04
Singapore 058416
Tel editorial +65 6557 0652/0653
Fax editorial +65 6557 0900
Tel sales +65 6557 0600
Fax sales +65 6557 0900

Stavanger
Klubbgata 6
Postboks 419
N-4002 Stavanger, Norway
Tel salg +47 51 85 91 50
Fax salg +47 51 85 91 60

wellington
PO Box 7269, Wellington
New Zealand
Tel editorial +64 4976 9672

INTRAfISh MEDIA

Bergen
Sandbrogaten 5-7
5003 Bergen, Norway
Tel red. +47 55 30 22 30
Fax red. +47 55 21 33 01
Tel salg +47 55 21 33 00
Fax salg +47 55 21 33 40
sales@intrafish.com
info@intrafish.com
redaksjonenintrafish@if.no
www.intrafish.com

INTRAfISh MEDIA OffICES

Bodø
Storgata 27/29
Postboks 1164
N-8006 Bodø, Norway
Tel +47 75 54 49 00
Fax +47 75 54 49 10

Puerto varas
Walker Marines 430, Off. 32
Puerto Varas, Region X, Chile
Tel editorial +56 6523 3217
Tel sales +56 6523 3134
Fax +56 6523 3209

Seattle
701 Dexter Ave N ste 410
Seattle, WA 98109 USA
Tel +1 206 282 3474
Fax +1 206 282 3470
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Singapore
20 Upper Circular Road
The Riverwalk 04-04
Singapore 058416
Tel +65 6557 0047
Fax +65 6557 0444

London
11th Floor
25 Farringdon Street
EC4A 4AB
London,
United Kingdom
Tel +44 (0) 20 7029 5700
Fax +44 (0) 20 7029 5749

fiskeribladetfiskaren
Sandbrogaten 5-7
N-5003 Bergen, Norway
Tel +47 55 21 33 00
Fax +47 55 21 33 01
redaksjonen@fiskaren.no
annonse@fiskaren.no
www.fiskaren.no

fBfI avd. harstad
Postboks 103
Sjøgata 7 
9405 Harstad
Tel +47 77 05 90 00

fBfI avd. Tromsø 
Fredrik Langes gate 13 
9008 Tromsø 
Tel +47 77 66 56 80

REChARGE

Oslo
Christian Krohgs gate 16
Postboks 1182 Sentrum
N-0107 Oslo, Norway
Tel +47 22 00 17 00
Fax +47 24 10 17 10 

London 
11th Floor
25 Farringdon Street
EC4A 4AB
London,
United Kingdom
Tel +44 (0) 20 7029 5700
Fax +44 (0) 20 7029 5749 

REChARGE OffICES

Stavanger 
Domkirkeplassen 2, 2nd floor  
Postboks 419  
NO-4001 Stavanger, Norway 
Tel +47 51 93 87 80
Fax +47 51 93 87 81 

houston
5151 San Felipe, Suite 1440 
Houston TX 77056, USA 
Tel +1 713 693 5500
Fax +1 713 693 5501 

 NAuTICAL ChARTS

NAuTISK 

Christian Krohgs gate 16
Postboks 68 Sentrum 
N-0101 Oslo, Norway

Tel +47 22 00 85 00
Fax +47 22 00 85 01
sales@nautisk.no
www.nautisk.com

NAuTISK OffICES

Singapore
20 Upper Circular Road
#B1-22 The Riverwalk
Singapore 058416
Tel +65 6557 0170
Fax +65 6557 0270
singapore@nautisk.no

New Orleans
McCurnin Nautical
3321 Division Street
Metaire, LA 70005
Tel +1 800 638 4544

hong Kong
3/F Hong Kong & Macau
156-157 Connaught Road
Central Sheung Wan
Hong Kong 

Bristol
Unit 1330 Aztec west
Park Avenue, Aztec west
Bristol BS32 45Y
UK 

OThERS

SMARTCOM

Christian Krohgs gate 16
Postboks 1182, Sentrum
0107 Oslo, Norway
Tel +47 23 00 81 50
Fax +47 22 23 42 35
post@smartcom.no
www.smartcom.no

EuROPOwER

Christian Krohgs gate 16
Postboks 1182, Sentrum
N-0107 Oslo, Norway
Tel +47 22 00 10 00
Tel red. +47 22 00 12 72
Fax red. +47 22 00 12 75
Tel salg +47 22 00 11 50
Fax salg +47 22 00 10 83
marked@europower.no
www.europower.com
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